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The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of
utilizing children's literature in the instruction of critical reading
as a viable alternative in the teaching of literature. The study attempted
to demonstrate that children's literature as a classroom subject could be
employed effectively in the instruction of critical reading. So that any
positive results achieved would have more relevance to the teaching of
literature, the study also includes a rationale for teaching critical
reading. This rationale is offered in Chapter II in a review of litera-
ture relating to that subject by recognized literary critics as well as
authorities in the field of English education. Justification for the use
of children's literature in the instruction of critical reading is offered
in the form of a field-test in which children's literature was used as the
sole subject considered in a unit devoted to the instruction of the process
of critical reading. The outcome of the study was that children's literature
was found to hold promise as an effective tool, in the context of the field-
test, in the teaching of critical reading, thereby offering a new method
which should be subjected to more comprehensive experimentation and then,
depending on the results, possibly utilized in the instruction of litera-
ture .
Sub-Problems
If the study were to be successful, a series of specific tasks had to
be performed. The first of these was the offering of a rationale
for the
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teaching of critical reading as a key point necessary in the teaching
of literature. A basic philosohpical premise regarding the study of
literature, one which in effect prompted the study, is perhaps best
stated in the words of Northrop Frye:
... at no point is there any direct learning of
literature itself. Physics is an organized body
of knowledge about nature, and a student of it
says he is learning Physics, not nature. Art,
like nature, has to be distinguished from the
systematic study of it, which is criticism. It
is therefore impossible to 'learn literature';
one learns about it in a certain way, but what
one learns, transitively, is the criticism of
literature. Similarly the difficulty often felt
in 'teaching literature' arises from the fact
that it cannot be done; the criticism of liter-
ature is all that can be directly taught (Frve,
1971, p. 11).
This rationale is developed and defended in Chapter II. Next, the efficacy
of employing children's stories as a means of teaching critical reading had
to be demonstrated. The stories selected for use in the classroom field-
test were those of recognized craftsmen. Copies of the texts themselves
are in Appendix III. They include: The Bat-Poet , by Randall Jarrell;




Finally, the field-test itself had to be conducted. The children's
stories selected were used in a classroom made up of randomly selected
students at Lowell Technological Institute. The classroom approach focused
on examining the stories analytically. Classroom activity centered on the
relationship of form to content in the works. The emphasis was on how the
author manipulated the elements of his story in creating his ait.
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In order to evaluate the results of the trial a pre-test was ad-
ministered before the unit was presented. This pre-test attempted to
ascertain the attitude of the students toward literature and their know-
ledge of the elements that comprise the tools an author utilizes in
creating a work of fiction- -form, content, plot, etc. It also attempted
to ascertain the students' ability to defend rationally their opinions
regarding a work of fiction, i.e., to determine if the students possessed
a method of reading whereby they consistently defended their opinions re-
garding a work of literature based on some element other than their own
personal reactions.
Following the pre-test the unit was taught. At the end of the unit a
post- test was administered. The purpose of the post- test wras to determine
if there had been any significant change in the students' attitude toward
literature. The post- test also attempted to ascertain if the students
increased their knowledge of the elements of fiction. Most importantly,
the post- test attempted to determine if the students possessed a method of
evaluating a work of fiction based on tangible evidence contained in the
work itself rather than their own opinions.
Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this study the following definitions will apply
throughout:
Critical reading: Reading of a w
Tork of fiction with constant
attention being paid to the structure of the work and the i elation
of that s tincture to the content. Critical reading results in an
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opinion of a work, "... that is capable of giving some
intelligible account of itself. Such criticism engages in analysis--
the examination of the parts and their relation to the whole
(Barnet, Berman, § Burto, 1960, p. 26)." In essence critical reading
is the ability to read and see the relationship of the form of a
work to its theme, the ability to see how the author made his meaning.
Form: The arrangement of the elements within a work. "In a common
division, critics distinguish between form and content, form being
the pattern or structure or organization which is employed to give
expression to the content (Thrall, Hibbard, § Holman, 1961, p. 206)."
Structure : See Form. For purposes of this study form and structure
are synonymous terms
.
Theme : The underlying idea which the author wishes to convey. Theme
is "the central or dominating idea in a literary work ... it is the
abstract concept which is made concrete . . . (Tfrrall, Hibbard, §
Holman, 1961, p. 486)." Theme is what the author said in his work
as opposed to form and structure which deal with how he said it.
Content : See Theme. For purposes of this study theme and content are
synonymous terms.
Elements of Form : The elements of form are those components which it
is generally agreed make up the structural aspects of a work of
fiction. For purposes of this study these elements will include plot,
character, setting, conflict, point of view, and tone; some of these
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elements will contain inherent sub-divisions which will be
defined in the definition of the element to which they relate,
e.g., a definition of plot will contain an explanation of beginning,
middle, and end.
Plot: "A plot is what happens, a plot is the action (Brooks, Purser,
q Warren, 1952, p. 11),” of a story. "Distinctions between ’plot' and
’story' vary widely, but for many critics story is the sequence in
which events occur as parts of a happening, and plot is the sequence
the author arranges (narrates or dramatizes) them (Barnet, Beiman, §
Burto, 1960, p. 67)." According to Aristotle plot "is simply this,
the combination of the incidents, or things done in the story (Roberts
5 Bywater, 1954, p. 231)." "For an action to have unity, according
to Aristotle, (Ch. 8), ’the events of which it is made up must be so
plotted that if any of these elements is moved or removed the whole
is altered and upset. For when a thing can be included or not in-
cluded without making any noticeable difference, that thing is no
part of the whole (Barnet, Berman, § Burto, 1960, p. 68).'" Thrall,
Hibbard, and Holman are perhaps correct when they write "it is perhaps
more helpful to describe plot than to define it with generalities.
The incidents which are a part of a plot are, it has been said,
(1) planned; they are preconceived by the author; they spring from
his conscious thought; they are not simply taken over from life. No
matter how realistic an author may be, he must arrange and select his
incidents according to a plot purpose since life itself only rarely,
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if ever, unfolds according to the plans of a fiction plot. Plot
is, too, (2) a series of actions moving from a beginning through
a logically related sequence to a logical and natural outcome
(Thrall, Hibbard, § Holman, 1961, pp. 356-357)." As was stated
before, plot, in the simplest sense, is what happens, "but in the
sense of fiction ’what happens’ achieves its unity by reason of its
logic, the principle that connects one thing to another (Brooks,
Purser, 5 Warren, 1952, pp. 20-22)." Usually a plot will have a
beginning, a middle, and an end; "a beginning is that which is not
itself necessarily after anything else, and which has naturally
something else after it; an end is that which is naturally after
something itself, either as its necessary or usual consequent, and
with nothing else after it; and a middle, that which is by nature
after one thing and has also another after it (Roberts § Bywater,
1954, p. 233)." While a definition of plot may be simplified to a
statement as unadorned as, "the action of a story," the ability to
evaluate a plot from a critical standpoint requires more than the
capacity to observe that a tale is made up of a series of events.
The critical reader must be aware that the events must be logically
and carefully structured. These events must have some cause and
effect relationship, either episodic or thematic. As was mentioned
before the presentation of a sequence of events is merely the offering
of a story; and, while a story is usually the beginning or the skeleton
of a plot, it is quite possible to have a story and not have a true
literary plot. As E. M. Forster writes, "What the story does do . . .
-7-
all it can do, is to transform us from readers to listeners, to
whom 'a' voice speaks, the voice of the tribal narrator, squatting
in the middle of the cave, and saying one thing after another until
the audience falls asleep among their offal and bones. The story
is primitive; it reaches back to the origins of literature (Forster,
1954, p. 87)." In contrast to the individual who is limited to
listening to a story is the more sophistocated reader who is aware
that "the plot maker expects us to remember, we expect him to leave
no loose ends. Every action or word ought to count; it ought to be
economical and spare; even when complicated it should be organic and
free from dead matter. And over it, as it unfolds, will hover the
memory of the reader . . . and (he) will constantly rearrange and
reconsider, seeing new clues, new chains of cause and effect, and
the final sense (if the plot has been a fine one) will not be of
clues or chains, but of something aesthetically compact, something
which might have been shown by the novelist straight away, only if
he had shown it straight away it would never have become beautiful
(Forster, 1954, p. 88)."
Character: The characters are the doers of the action. If a plot
is the action of a story, what happens in a story, the characters
are what cause the action or happening. "A good plot does not exist
by itself, but as a result of the relationship of characters to each
other (Brooks, Purser, § Warren, 1952, p. 10)." While a plot cannot
exist without characters and vice versa, nonetheless character can
be considered as a separate element of fiction and can be examined
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as such. In fiction an author "reveals the characters of
imaginary persons. The creation of images of these imaginary
persons (must be) so credible that they exist for the reader as
real within the limits of fiction (Thrall, Hibbard, § Holman, 1961,
p. 79)." There are four generally agreed methods which an author
will employ in the presentation or development of a character:
(1) Direct method. The author tells the reader what the character
is like. "Harry was a kind boy. Harry was a lazy boy. Harry was
• • •"» (2) Action method. Here the plot, in effect, serves as
the vehicle by which the reader comes to understand the character.
The character reveals himself through what he does; (3) Indirect
method. Here the author reveals a character by showing other charac-
ters' reactions to him. For example, when characters in a work are
talking about Harry, they are telling the reader about him. In
addition, they are also disclosing aspects of their own character;
(4) Dialogue method. Here the author reveals a character through
what a character says and the manner in wrhich he says it. Though
there may be multiple variations of these methods as well as additions
to them, (e.g., the touchstone method, whereby a character is developed
through his association with a person or object) for the purposes of
this study, the aforementioned methods of characterization will be
those chiefly focused upon.
Setting : Setting is where and when the action takes place. "The
elements which go to make up a setting are: (1) the actual geographi-
cal location, its topography, scenery, and such physical arrangements
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as the location of the windows and doors in a room; (2) the
occupations and daily manner of living of the characters; (3) the
time or peiiod in which the action takes place, e.g., epoch in
history', season of the year, etc.; (4) the general environment of
the characters, e.g., religious, mental, moral, social, and emotional
conditions through which the people in the narrative move (Thrall,
Hibbard, § Holman, 1961, p. 453)." As is the case with the other
elements of form the critical significance of setting will be deter-
mined by the role it plays in relation to the other components in any
given work. In one work the setting may provide little other than a
time and a place where the plot unfolds; in another it may be more
important. "The setting . . . often contributes to the atmosphere
(Barnet, Berman, § Burto, 1960, p. 9)." Atmosphere is "the prevailing
tone or mood of a literary work, particularly- -but not exclusively--
when that mood is established in part by the setting or landscape . . .
Examples are the somber mood established by the description of the
prison door in the opening chapter of Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter
,
the brooding sense of fatality engendered by the description of
Egdon Heath at the beginning of Hardy's The Return of The Native . . .
(Thrall, Hibbard, $ Holman, 1961, p. 38). . .," the ominous fore-
boding of the first change in weather in Singer's Zlateh The Goat .
The importance of a particular setting in a work of fiction is not
determined by what the setting is but rather by why the author chose
a particular time and place for a particular action to unfold, how a
particular time and place relate to the other elements of a work of
fiction.
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Conflict : A conflict is "the struggle which grows out of the
interplay of the two opposing forces in a plot. It is conflict
which provides the elements of interest and suspense in any form of
fiction, whether it be a drama, a novel, or a short story. At least
one of the opposing forces is usually a person, or, if an animal, or
an inanimate object, is treated as though it were a person (Thrall,
Hibbard, § Holman, 1961, p. 105)." The hero of a work is called
the protagonist. "If he is opposed chiefly by a second person
rather than by a force such as Fate or God or by an aspect of himself,
the opposing figure is the antagonist (Barnet, Berman, 5 Burto, 1960,
p. 69)." It is generally agreed that there are five main types of
conflict. They are: (1) man vs. man, (2) man vs. himself, (3) man vs.
nature, (4) man vs. society, and (5) man vs. the preternatural.
Though other types of conflict may exist, e.g., man vs. machine, the
five types listed will be focused upon in this study. In effect, it
is the conflict in a story which actually makes the story. "It is
customary to speak of all plots as involving conflict (Scholes, ed.
1966, p. 11)." It is the conflict that keeps the reader turning
pages in order that he may discover not so much what happens next as
he wishes to find out who won.
Point of View : Point of view is "a term used in the analysis and
criticism of fiction to describe the way in which the reader is
presented with the materials of the story, or, viewed from another
angle, the vantage point from which the author presents the action
of the stoiy (Thrall, Hibbard, S Holman, 1961, p. 371)." It is
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generally agreed that there are certain standard types of points
of view which are most often employed, e.g., first-person observer,
first-person participant, third-person objective, third-person omni-
scient, etc. While a knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages
of each of these points of view is helpful, more important is re-
cognizing why a particular point of view was used, how it relates
to the other elements of fiction in a work in developing the theme.
"To say that a story is told in the first or the third person will
tell us nothing of importance unless we become more precise and
describe how the particular qualities of the narrators relate to
specific effects (Booth, 1961, p. 150)."
Tone : Tone is "the attitude of the author, as the reader infers it,
in the work. Just as a speaker’s tone of voice may indicate an
attitude toward his subject and his hearer of, say, scorn or delight
or solemnity, so an author's tone is his attitude (Barnet, Berman, §
Burto, 1960, p. 86)." In effect tone is the most all-pervasive
element of fiction in that the author's attitude toward his theme
will be reflected in the structuring of his plot, the development of
his characters, the selection and description of his setting, etc.
Why a certain episode is placed where it is in the plot, why a
certain word is used to describe a character's facial expression can
provide insights into the work which can help bring the work into
focus. "In short, the author's judgment is always present, always
evident ... we must never forget that though the author can to some
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extent choose his disguises, he can never choose to disappear
(Booth, 1961, p. 20)."
Limitations Of The Study
Any study which has as its ultimate end the improvement of instruc-
tion in the area of literature must of necessity accept certain limitations.
Considering the nature of the subject matter at hand, to attempt too much
would result in the accomplishment of nothing. Accordingly, this study
was not an attempt to endow the student with "an appreciation of litera-
ture," or present him with a skeleton key which would definitively unlock
answers to the questions raised by "Hamlet" or Moby Dick . What was in-
tended here was simply the presentation of a process, i.e., the process
of critical reading. The study did not even assume that, at its completion,
the students would be by any real measure of the term "literary critics."
As has been stated, its purpose was simply the presentation of a process.
The study endeavored to give the students an operational method of criti-
cal reading. Its objective was to make the students aware that a work of
fiction is a deliberately created thing and that the construction can be
analyzed and examined with some degree of objectivity. The purpose of the
study was to provide the student with a method of reading which he could
employ when he approached any work of fiction. Though the final destina-
tion of the study may have been, in truth, the appreciation of literature,




This study does not assume that critical reading is the best
approach that can be taken in the instruction of literature, only that
it may be able to help. It is recognized that all approaches to litera-
ture are in effect critical in that they all have at their center the
ultimate judgment of the work, whether approached historically, sociolo-
gically, biographically, psychologically, or humanistically. It is
recognized that all these "critical approaches are, in a sense, simply
methodologies, techniques designed to give the reader an orderly and
relatively thorough entry into one aspect of a work of literature
(Lemon, 1969, p. 16)." Chapter II goes more deeply into the reason why
analytical reading, i.e., critical reading, is an effective methodology.
The study also assumes that one of the primary' goals of any literature
program should be the presentation of a method of reading. If the objec-
tives of a literature program are limited to the instilling of cultural
heritage, or promoting an "appreciation" of the "great thoughts" or the
offering of vicarious experiences it is deficient. Instead, the focus
should be on the presentation of a process, a method, by which the student
can, on his own, without the assistance of the instructor, approach a
work of fiction and be able to evaluate it on some objective basis. For
example, the teaching of The Old Man and the Sea has a higher end other
than the presentation of the ideas contained in the work. The study of
that work should enable the students to approach The Sun Also Rises , or
any other work for that matter, with greater confidence and skill.
This idea of the teaching of a method is in no way alien to the
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English classroom. If asked why canposition „ taught> ^^
teacner, except perhaps the most incompetent, could be expected to
supply a plethora of reasons. It can be safely ass»ed that one of
the chief reasons would be the simple fact that familiarity with the
fundamentals of coherent writing can make life easier for the students.
English teachers are very much aware of their responsibility in this
regard. They know they must give their students a method of writing.
That which is written is secondary to the mcmner in which it is presented.
"Unity, coherence and emphasis” are the passwords of the day. It is the
method that matters and this is as it should be. It is the teachers'
task to equip their students with the shills- that will best enable them
to function in the world long after the instructor's correcting pen has
run dry. This study assumes that in the realm of reading this devotion
to method should also be emphasized.
CHAPTER II
RATIONALE FOR TEACHING CRITICAL READING
One factor that obviously affect the degree of facility with which
a subject is taught is the nature of the subject itself. Few would
argue against the probable ease of teaching something that is inherently
simple as opposed to the difficulty of teaching something that is in-
herently complex. Literature is, by its nature, complex. A natural in-
ference that can be drawn is that literature is difficult to teach. Indeed,
very few of those who teach literature are likely to argue this point.
One semester teaching literature in a high school or college classroom
painfully reinforces the awareness of the difficulty involved when
attempting to teach such a complex subject. Perhaps, then, literature,
that inherently complex "thing," should not be taught. Perhaps in its
stead, criticism, an inherently less labyrinthian subject, should be.
"As Kenneth Burke put it, literature works by complexity and criticism by
simplicity, and a simplicity is precisely what a complexity is not (Lemon,
1969, p. 13)." It would only seem reasonable then that the teacher of
literature should focus on that aspect of his subject matter which helps
simplify it.
Regarding the role of the teaching of criticism as vital in the in-
struction of literature, Northrop Frye goes so far as to say:
... at no point is there any direct learning of
literature itself. Physics is an organized body
of knowledge about nature, and a student of it says
he is learning Physics, not nature. Art, like
nature, has to be distinguished from the systematic
study of it, which is criticism. It is therefore
impossible to 'learn literature;' one learns about
it in a certain way, but what one learns, transi-
tively, is the criticism of literature. Similarly,
-16-
the difficulty often felt in ’teaching literature’
arises from the fact that it cannot be done; the
criticism of literature is all that can be directly
taught (Frye, 1971, p. 11).
At first glance this statement may seem a bit extreme. Certainly
millions of students have been exposed to literature courses, and not all
of them would claim that they had been studying criticism, even those who
enjoyed the courses and derived a great deal of pleasure and benefit from
them. However, a brief investigation into the nature of literature may
lend a great deal of credence to Mr. Frye’s thesis and at the same time
belie those students of literature who would deny being students of
criticism.
Just what is "literature”? It is defined as, ". . . writings in prose
or verse; esp . writings having excellence of form or expression. . . (Merriam
6 Webster, 1963, p. 494)."
Literature ... is one of the arts, distinguished
from the other arts in that it is a verbal structure .
Commonly defined as that part of the total of pre-
served writings belonging to a culture which is
notable for literary form, as distinguished from,
works of merely technical or erudite, journalistic
or ephemeral nature, literature is shaped content,
significant form. It is a structure of words composed
in such a wajTthat there is a harmony of all related
parts to the whole. (Rohrberger § Woods 6 Dukore, 1969,
p. 4).
Literature, then, can be said to be a verbal presentai-ion chaiacteri^ed
by its intricate structure, its subtlety of form. However, any
complete
definition of literature must take into account its other dimensions.
Besides being a verbal structure, literature is a
meaningful structure; it involves one in experiences
that he values; it provides knowledge that he values;
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it enables him to participate vicariously in an immense
vaiiety of experiences; and, in so doing, it provides
a means toward greater knowledge and eventual wisdom
(Rohrberger § Woods 6 Dukore, 1968, p. 5).
In addition, . . . literature is said to have an aesthetic value; the
response to literature as an art form is called the aesthetic response,
and the response is to its beauty . . . The response is somewhat hard to
define, but everyone knows what it is . . . It is a pleasurable response
(Rohrberger $ Woods $ Dukore, 1968, p. 3).”
It is obvious that literature cannot be allotted a simple one dimen-
sional definition. The structure which is so vital a characteristic of
any writing worthy of being termed "literature” is no more important, in
many respects, than the purpose of the work, the meaning of the work, and
the reader’s reaction to the work. Norman Foerster takes into account
all these elements and even adds to them when he defines literature as
being . . the record, in terms of beauty, of the striving of Mankind
to know and express itself (Foerster, in Stauffer, 1963, p. 83)." Litera-
ture, by its nature, is a very complex thing.
At this point it would appear that literature is complicated primarily
because it is a dual-natured art. On the one hand it is an art character-
ized by its intricate form, and on the other hand its meaning, its values,
its truth. For purposes of discussion here these two parts will be labeled
form and theme. Regarding this interrelationship of parts, James Moffett
writes, "... what is merely a factor of how ; ... we can no more separate
the story from the telling then, as Yeats said, 'we can tell the dancer
from the dance (Moffett, 1968, p. 122).'" Put another way, ". . . the
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more closely acquainted we become with literature. . . the more we
realize that the way the thing is done, and what the thing means, are
scarcely to be separated (Brooks, Purser 5 Warren, 1952, p. 16)."
However, if literature is to be discussed, or if the student is to
grow m his ability to read, evaluate and select ever finer and finer
works, these two elements must be separated at least for purposes of
discussion. To attempt to definitively state what Melville "means" in
"The Symphony" chapter of Moby Dick without relating that segment to the
rest of the novel's structure is impossible if the interpretation is to
have any validity whatever. Form and theme in literature are like Siamese
twins joined at the head and heart. To separate them is to destroy the
whole; however, the phenomenon of their existence can never be fully
understood unless they are separated and examined. Norman Foerster states
... if there is any sense at all in the history of
criticism from Greek antiquity to the present
century two kinds of value are inherent in litera-
ture, esthetic and ethical. Let it be granted
at once that esthetic value and ethical value are
interdependent and, in all strictness, blended
inseparably; still it has not been found possible
to discuss them both adequately at one and the
same time (Foerster, in Stauffer, 1963, p. 69).
Like Stephen Dedalus and his homeland, there must be a bifurcation before
there can be a unification.
When Frye says that literature cannot be taught, like Foerster, he is
emphasizing the fact that both aspects of literature cannot be dealt with
simultaneously. When he says that the criticism of literature is all that
can be taught, he is focusing on the fact that the only aspect of litera-
ture which can be operationally dealt with in a teaching situation is the
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a tructured aspect of the work, i.e.
, its form.
Emphasis on the teaching of critical reading should not be construed
as total involvement with structure as opposed to any consideration of
content. Rather, critical reading is a way of clarifying content. Critical
reading takes into account the dual nature of literature. Critical reading
is reading a work of fiction with constant attention being paid to the
structure of the work and the relation of that structure to the content
(italics mine). Critical reading results in an opinion of a work, ". . .’that
is capable of giving some intelligible account of itself.' Such criticism
enSages in analysis --the examination of the parts and their relation to
the whole (Barnet, Berman 5 Burto, 1969, p. 26)." In essence, critical
reading is the ability to read and see the relationship of the form of a
work to its theme
,
the ability to see how the author made his meaning.
Frye is by no means isolated in his insistence that criticism be
emphasized in the literature classroom. Regarding the nature of litera-
ture and the necessity of focusing on criticism when teaching literature,
Geraldine Murphy writes:
When linguistic acts- -whatever their subject or their
intention, whether fiction or non-fiction, whatever
their particular form- -are ordered sufficiently to
give to a certain extent the experience of a harmo-
nious whole, they are to that extent, literary. The
greater the degree of organization, the greater the
literary effect and the greater the artistic and
aesthetic value. A piece of writing is a work of
literature, or a good work, or a great work, de-
pending upon the relative complexity of its organ-
ization.
It is the significance of its experience, not the
universality of its arguments that makes a great work
’great’... The greatest theme, ineptly rendered, has
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little or no literary value. But works, already
considered great because of the richness of their
organizations, are often further ranked by the signi-
ficance of their experiences (Murphy, 1968, p. 21).
Our teaching must make clear that a work is a completed
artistic product. It decides which interpretations
are valid. And valid interpretations will always be
those that take into account the total organization
of the work, the interdependence of all its parts.
Our study of a work, then, may begin with the data,
but it must concentrate on what organizes the data
into this biography; it may begin with what the story
is about, but it must stress what makes the subject
matter this story. It is only by noticing organ-
ization that students can have the unique experience
of each work (Murphy, 1969, p. 45).
Robert Scholes says:
Better than anyone else, a teacher knows that litera-
ture cannot be taught. We can use literature to
teach history or philosophy or sociology or some
combination of these ideas which we call ' the history
of ideas;' we can even teach literary history. Or
we can teach literary criticism (Scholes, 1966, p. IX).
Louise Rosenblatt, an English Education expert whose approach to the
teaching of literature focuses on the student's affective reaction to
theme, also recognized the necessity of a cognitive grasp of form. She
writes
:
Pleasure arises from discovering the kind of structure
that the artist is creating, from seeing things fall
into a pattern. Awrareness of the function of various
characters or episodes or images illuminates what the
work as a whole 'means' (Rosenblatt, 1968, p. 48).
James Moffett also agrees that theme can best be seen when the form
is critically analyzed. He states:
You cannot separate the tale from the telling. Beneath
the content of every message is intent. And form
embodies that intent. Intuitively or not, an author
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chooses his techniques according to his meaning.
Spontaneous attention to form will tell the reader
more about what the author is doing and what he
means than a direct analysis of meaning will do--
besides preserving his pleasure (Moffett, 1969,
p. 145).
Rosenblatt and Moffett both mention that pleasure can come from
reading and focusing on the structure of a work. They are in no way iso-
lated in their recognition that critical reading perhaps offers more fun
for the student than any other approach.
Critical reading, in the long run, yields pleasure.
It should, since the purpose of most literature is
to give pleasure. But how is this achieved? 'Nothing
can permanently please, ' said Coleridge, 'which does
not contain in itself the reason why it is so and
not otherwise. ’ If analysis destroys the pleasure
of reading a work of literary art, then there is
something wrong with the method of analysis, because
surely there is a double pleasure in discovering
wrhat it is in something that gives it the powrer to
please permanently (Lamson, Smith, Maclean § Douglas,
p. XIV).
Margaret Early carries this attitude that critical reading is more
pleasurable reading over into motivation in the classroom. She feels that
as students develop their abilities to read critically, and as their reading
pleasure correspondingly increases, they will be motivated to continue
reading on their own. Furthermore, as they develop their skills, they will
be better equipped to continue reading. She says, ". . . readers who have
reached the stage of conscious delight no longer need to be taught. This
is not to say that deepening of appreciation ceases; rather, now the reader
is equipped on his own (Early, in Burton $ Simmons, 1965, p. 84)."
J. N. Hook perhaps best sums up the pleasure that can come from
critical reading when he says, "It is fun to read literature even though
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one does not recognize the writer’s techniques, but it is more fun when
we do know what the writer. has done to move us (Hook, 1959, p. 124).”
At the very least a contemporary reader should have the critical skill
to be able to examine news reports, political speeches, and advertising on
a more than cursory level. At best he should be able to approach a work
of fiction in such a manner that it opens completely to his examination.
He should be able to differentiate between the shoddy and the sublime, the
trite and the profound. This ability would in no way detract from a
reader's interest in the sports page, but rather add a new dimension to
his life. Critical reading is infinitely more rewarding than indolent
reading. Richard Atlick says:
Seldom have they (meaning the great writers of the
past) 'written down'
;
they have written for their
intellectual equals. This is true also of the
contemporary writers wrhose work is most often worth
reading. They refuse to make concessions to the
unambitious reader. And yet what these people say
can make a tremendous difference in your life--
if only you will read them (Atlick, 1959, p. XIX).
The value of critical reading goes beyond eve/ the ability to see
through propaganda or the personal satisfaction that can come from under-
standing great works. Helen Robinson believes that "... critical reading
is basic to appreciation of literature, to arriving at sound conclusions
concerning personal and social problems, to scientific investigation- -in
short- -to the educated man (Stauffer, 1964)."
Yet there is strong feeling on the part of some that this ability to
read in depth is far from one of the strong points of our educational system.
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Newspaper reporters, magazine writers, the authors
of 'popular' novels and non-fiction works, all
assume necessarily that the great reading public
is made up of people who want to be amused or in-
structed without pain, cost, or obligation. They
want what they read to be custom made for them.
It must contain few words they they do not under-
stand, few allusions they have not learned in high
school, few ideas that force them to do some serious
thinking. The "average" reader, including the
college freshman, who is an "average" young American,
is assumed to be quite indolent in his reading habits.
If he cannot have his reading spoon-fed, he wants
none of it (Atlick, 1959, p.' XVIII).
Mary Austin perhaps understates the case when she says, "The overall
picture of the instruction in the teaching of critical reading ... is
far from encouraging (Austin, 1961, p. 50)." Hook may be more on target
when he described various types of stereotyped literature teachers in his
The Teaching of High School English . He sums up their incompetence and
the reason for it:
Perhaps all of them teach as they do for one central
reason: They do not know how to read literature
or why to read literature. More specifically, they
do not know how to read a page and relate that page
to other pages (Hook, 1959, pp. 119-122).
Considering the nature of literature, such a condemnation is severe.
The ability to see the interrelationship of all the elements within a work
is what is desired. It could be an attitude similar to Mr. Hook's that
prompts Northrop Frye to write:
What we have so far is, on one side of the 'study
of literature,' the work of the scholar who tries
to make it possible, and on the other side the
work of the public critic who assumes that it exists.
In between is 'literature' itself, a game preserve
where the student wanders with his native intelligence
his only guide (Frye, 1971, p. 10).
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While it is not held that a knowledge of the process of critical
leading will elevate this student to the rank of game warden, it is likely
tnat such knowledge can at least give his wanderings direction. With it
he may at least be able to identify some of the things in the preserve and
come to understand why they are preserved.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Rationale for Using Children's Literature
Children’s literature was selected as the medium through which the
process of analytical criticism would be taught for a number of reasons.
Critical reading is one of the least understood and most elusive of
the reading skills and abilities (Stauffer, 1964).” This study was based
on die belief that it would perhaps be best, from a teaching standpoint,
to simplify the complex. The compactness of children's stories, it was
felt, would enable the student and teacher to have a tight control over
the entire text. Internal relationships among plot, character, setting,
conflict, point of view, and tone could be seen and discussed more easily.
However, brevity should not be confused with simplicity. . . children's
literature is neither higher nor lower than adult literature. . . it in-
volves aesthetic values and questions of form just as adult literature
does (Smith, 1967, p. 8)." Frederick takes but 519 words in the telling,
yet its subtlety of organization and profundity of theme make it ideally
suited to instruction in the process of critical reading.
Hook writes that . . students improve in their reading ability by
learning to distinguish tree from grove in whatever (italics mine) they
read (Hook, 1959, p. 139).” There is evidence that in trying to find their







complex works many students get lost in the forest. It ;vas felt that
children's literature could give the students a method whereby they could
at least begin to find a way out of the woods.
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Another advantage in using children's stories was felt to lie in
the principal objective of the study itself. If the emphasis of the unit
were to be on the presentation of a method, a process, a handle the student
could grasp, the fact that children's stories would be the subject of
examination would constantly be reinforcing or reminding the student of
the objective. It was felt that the subject matter itself could help elimi-
nate the possibility of tangential subject matter confusing the issue.
When reading Shakespeare or Melville much class time, of necessity, must
be spent considering the implications of the ideas presented. That is to
say, much class time is usually spent discussing "The Whiteness of the
Whale," or the "whichness of what." Both the student and teacher are
aware that with xcriters such as Melville they are dealing with deep un-
answerable questions. With Lionni or Singer it was anticipated that the
exact opposite would be true. This is not to say that Frederick and Zlateh
the Goat have no significant themes. In truth, both works, in their own
special ways, are quite profound. However, it was felt that in dealing
with "children's stories" it wrould be reasonable to expect that everyone
in class would be constantly aware that the "whichness of what" was not
the main reason for reading the works. Therefore, it was felt that the
students would be constantly cognizant of the fact that they were reading
the works in order to become familiar with a method.
Procedures Used in Collecting and Treating Data
The first step in the field-test was selecting the students who would
take part in it. They were all undergraduates enrolled in literature
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classes at Lowell Technological Institute, an accredited four-year
college located in Lowell, Massachusetts. Tiro groups were involved in
the study, a target group and a control group. The target group received
the pre-test and the post-test and the treatment, i.e., they studied the
children s stories between the two tests. The control group was included
m order to deteimine if there were any reactive effects to the taking of
the pre-test. They received the pre-test and the post-test, but not the
treatment. Instead of the children’s stories, they studied the regular
curriculum, i.e., adult literature, between the two tests.
At the first class meeting of the semester both groups were adminis-
tered the pre-test. This test was limited to three areas: (1) it attempted
to ascertain their attitude toward literature, (2) it attempted to ascertain
their knowledge of literary terms, their knowledge of the elements of form
with which literature works, and (3) it attempted to determine if the
students possessed any method whereby they approached and evaluated a work
of fiction.
Following the pre-test the students in the target group were exposed
to a three-week classroom experience devoted to the examination of four
children's stories from an analytical approach. The emphasis of the class-
room experience was on the process of reading critically, according to the
definition of critical reading as set forth in the study's definition of
terns. Classroom emphasis was on student involvement in the act of ana-
lytical examination. The class was not a series of lectures, but rather
a pre-practicum in critical reading. As much as possible of each of the
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lque in order to guard against -teaching to the test" as it were
ter the classroom experience with children’s literature, the post-test
was administered. The post-test was a repeat of the pre-test
in the case of the control grorp much the same procedure was followed
Durrng the first class session they were administered the pre-test. They
'
were then exposed to a three-week unit made up of adult literature. The
instructor for the control group was not the same as the instructor for the
target group so there was no control over the particular type of classroom
methodology used during the unit. The control group took the post-test
on the same day as the target group. For both the target group and the
control group both the pre-test and the post-test were the same. Each
was given the same amount of time, one class hour.
The Instrument
The questions on the pre-test and the post-test were:
£2IL2S£: 1) Imagine that you are critically reading a book, that is,
When you are finished you will make some judgments about its quality, .tot
are the things that you might look at and consider to be important in
determining the book's level of quality?
Part Two : 1) Do you like to read?
2) What book(s) have you read lately?
3) What else have you read lately? If you cannot remember the
title of any book exactly, list either the approximate title or write a
brief statement of what the book was about.
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4) For each of the books that you have read recently, which
of the books did you like?
5) For each of the books that you liked, why did you like it?
6) If theie are no books that you liked which you read recently,
name a book that you have read at any time and liked. Say why you liked it.
7) For each of the books that you have read recently, which of
the books did you dislike?
8) For each of the books that you disliked, why did you dislike
it?
9) If there are no books that you disliked which you read
recently, name a book you have read at any time and disliked. Say why you
disliked it.
10)
If you said that you like to read and then said that you
did not like one of the books that you read, does this mean that you did
not like reading that book? Explain your answer.
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Treatment of Data
The pre-tests and the post- tests were examined and one of four
values was assigned to each response. A response could be positive, nega-
tive, neutral, or no response.
Preliminary to an explanation of 1km these values were assigned to
each of the responses, it would seem important to restate the criteria for
literary accuracy as defined in Chapter I for purposes of this inquiry:
Literary accuracy is here limited to those responses which are attri-
butable to consideration of specified literary characteristics. Responses
were assigned values in the light of this definition, which served to de-
lineate favorable responses without accompanying conscious critical judg-
ments from those predicated or deliberate application of analytical criteria
(as prescribed in the design of this study) . The same was true for negative
responses. Rigorous application of the definition further served to elimi-
nate "reading in" the reason for any given response. In doing so, it
prompted in some instances the assignment of a value opposite that which
might be given were there no criterion.
For example, if a student responded that a book must be, "interesting
and have lots of action," in order to be considered a work of quality,
this was viewed as a negative response in that it did not include any of the
criteria of quality within the parameters of analytical criticism of the
study design.
In another instance a student might say he liked a book because he
was interested in the subject matter. Rosenblatt considered, the response
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Was stl11 counted as negative. In one particular instance a student re-
sponded that he did not like Moby Dick because it was boring. Even though
to him the answer was honest and positively truthful, it was still given a
negative value. However, if the same student had said he disliked Melville's
masterpiece because he was unable to cut through the subtlety of the arrange-
ment of the elements of the work and, as a result, found it boring, the
response would have been interpreted as positive. It would have had to
have been positive because it would have indicated awareness of a measure-
able, operationable, objective method of evaluating the worth of a xsrork
on a basis other than personal reactions.
In the case of those questions that dealt with critical evaluation
of literature and knowledge of literary terms a positive value was assigned
if the answers fulfilled the criteria for literary accuracy as defined in
Chapter I. If the answer contained none of these criteria, it was assigned
a negative value. In the case of those responses where the answer x^as
determined to be vague to the point where neither a positive nor a negative
value could be reasonably assigned, the response was determined to have a
neutral value. In the case of some of the answers which were initially
determined to be vague, a review of all the other responses on that parti-
cular test sometimes shed enough light so that a positive or negative value
could be assigned.
In the case of those questions that dealt with attitude toware litera-
ture, such as Part Two, question 4 ("For each of the books that you have
read recently, which of the books did you like?"), if the student listed
one book, the response was given a positive value. If the student stated
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that he liked none of them, the response was given a negative value.
If the student said that he liked some and not others or if he wrote
that he wasn't sure or was vague in this fashion, his answer was given a
neutral value. In all areas a blank answer was assigned a value of X,
no response.
The results of the tests were approached in two ways. First, results
ot the entire test, i.e., all three areas with which the test dealt-criteria
for evaluation, knowledge of terms, and attitude toward 1 iterature- -were
tabulated for each individual involved. (See Appendix I for the individual
tests) . This was done so that an overall picture of any general changes
from pre-test to post-test could be seen.
However, the objectives of the study required further breakdown.
The test was designed to measure three separate though related elements,
attitude toward literature, knowledge of terms, and, most importantly for
this inquiry, criteria for evaluation. Therefore, after the overall
results were tabulated and examined, the tests were broken down into the
groups of questions that dealt with these three areas. Questions that
dealt with attitude were: Part Two
,
Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. Questions
that dealt with knowledge of literary terms were: Part Three
, Questions 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Questions that dealt with criteria for
literary evaluation were: Part One
,
Question 1 and Part Two
,
Questions
5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. This breakdown into areas made it possible to explore
possible relationships among the three categories.
The individual responses for every student for the entire test are
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contained in Appendix I. The individual responses for every student





The following tables are the tabulated results of all of the
members of the target group and the control group for both the pre-test
and the post- test in relation to the overall scores attained on the
entire test. (For the individual responses to the separate questions see
Appendix I.)
An interpretation of the results of the test as a whole would seem
to indicate value of further study of the efficacy of utilizing children's
literature in teaching the process of analytical criticism. As Tables 1
and 2 show, the target group went from a pre-test mean score of 42.6 to a
post- test mean score of 64.5, an increase of 21.9 points. In addition,
as Tables 1 and 2 also indicate, the target group standard deviation
changed from 17.525 on the pre-test to 9.871 on the post-test. This de-
crease of 7.654 points in standard deviation from pre-test to post-test on
the part of the target group further reinforces the indication that more
in-depth study in this area of children's literature may be of value.
The control group was designed to serve as a measure of possible
reactive effect to the pre-test. As Tables 3 and 4 show, there is no in-
dication of any positive reactive effect on the part of the control group.
The control group mean score on the pre-test was 44.7. The control group
mean score on the post- test was 43.0. This decrease of 1.7 points on the
part of the control group mean score from pre-test to post-test indicates
that there was no positive reactive effect to the pre-test, i.e., the






Number Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
A1 15 4 0 2 19 15/19 78.9
B1 4 7 8 2 19 4/19-2 19.0
Cl 13 5 2 1 20 13/20- .
5
64.5
El 7 4 8 2 19 7/19-2 34.8
FI 11 7 1 2 19 11/19- .25 57.6
G1 7 8 3 3 18 7/18- .75 38.1
11 4 12 3 2 19 4/19- .75 20.3
J1 8 8 2 3 18 8/18- .
5
43.9
LI 9 8 1 3 18 9/18- . 25 49.8
N1 9 5 4 3 18 9/18-1 49.0
01 4 6 6 5 16 4/16-1.5 23.5
PI 6 9 2 4 17 6/17- . 34.8
R1 8 11 1 1 20 8/20- . 25 39.8
Mean =42.6






Number Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
A1 15 3 0 3 18 15/18 83.3
B1 12 5 2 2 19 12/19- .
5
62.6
Cl 13 5 2 1 20 13/20- . 64.5
El 13 0 6 2 19 13/19-1.5 66.9
FI 14 2 3 2 19 14/19- .75 72.9
G1 14 2 2 3 18 14/18- . 77.3
11 11 5 1 4 17 11/17- . 25 64.4
J1 15 1 2 3 18 15/18- . 82.8
LI 9 7 2 3 18 9/18- .
5
49.5
N1 14 1 4 2 19 14/19-1 72.6
01 12 3 3 3 18 12/18- .75 66.0
PI 10 4 4 3 18 10/18-1 54.6
R1 14 6 0 1 20 14/20 70.0
Mean - 64.5






Number Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
la 10 8 1 2 19 10/19- .25 52.4
3a 6 9 2 4 17 6/17- .
5
34.8
4a 11 8 0 2 19 11/19 58.0
5a 8 11 1 1 20 8/20- . 25 39.8
6a 9 10 0 2 19 9/19 47.3
7a 7 7 4 3 18 7/18-1 38 .
8
8a 9 9 1 2 19 9/19- . 25 47.2
9a 8 7 1 5 16 8/16- .25 49.8
10a 4 6 1 6 15 4/15- . 25 26.4
11a 6 5 2 8 13 6/13- . 45.6
12a 8 8 2 3 18 8/18- . 44.0
14a 10 8 1 2 19 10/19- .25 52.4
15a 6 7 2 6 15 6/15- . 39.5
16a 7 9 2 3 18 7/18- . 38.4
18a 10 7 1 3 18 10/18- . 25 55.3
19a 11 6 2 2 19 11/19- .
5
57.3
20a 9 5 4 3 18 9/18-1 49.0








Number Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
la 11 7 1 2 19 11/19- . 25 57.6
3a 8 8 1 4 17 8/17- . 25 46.8
4a 11 7 1 2 19 11/19- .25 57.6
5a 5 12 1 3 18 5/18- . 25 27.5
6a 8 10 0 3 18 8/18 44.5
7a 5 6 4 6 15 5/15-1 32.3
8a 11 7 1 2 19 11/19- . 25 57.6
9a 8 5 3 5 16 8/16- .75 49.3
10a 2 6 3 6 15 2/15- .75 12.6
11a 7 7 2 5 16 7/16- .
5
43.3
12a 8 7 3 3 18 8/18- .75 43.7
14a 10 8 1 2 19 10/19- . 25 52.3
15a 1 7 4 9 13 1/13-1 6.7
16a 7 9 2 3 18 7/18- . 38.4
18a 11 7 0 3 18 11/18 61.2
19a 10 7 1 3 18 10/18- .25 55.3
20a 11 4 1 5 16 11/16- . 25 68.5
21a 5 7 2 7 14 5/14- . 35.2
Mean = 43.0
Standard Deviation = 16.29
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Tables 3 and 4 also show, the control group standard deviation changed
from 9.08 on the pie- test to 16.29 on the post-test. This increase of
7.21 points in standard deviation from pre-test to post-test for the
control group further indicates that there was no positive reactive effect
to the test, on the contrary, this increase in standard deviation suggests
a negative reactive effect to the test.
This possibility of a negative reactive effect on the part of the
control group raises some considerations that should be mentioned here.
The two groups were not arranged in an experimental situation with all
the controls that such a circumstance would necessitate. External factors
could have contributed to the standard deviation increase of the control
group from pre-test to post- test.
For example, the members of the target group were aware that they
were involved in a field-test that dealt with children's literature. After
all, they were reading about Frederick, the field mouse, in a college
literature class. A safe assumption would be that such subject matter is
seldom encountered in such an environment. The novelty factor of working
with such subject matter may have contributed to the target group's
approaching the post- test with more enthusiasm than the control group.
Throughout the treatment the majority of the members of the target group
did seem to be genuinely enthusiastic with the treatment itself. They
spoke their approval of this method of approaching literature frequently,
both during and after the treatment period. One student in the target
group volunteered this comment at the end of Question 10 on his post- test.
The student was Nl:
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So far this course has done more to awaken me than
to teach me. I've endured 12 years of English and
known more or less the elements of well-written
liteiature. However, I was never taught how to use
this knowledge and I appreciate this new insight.
It s not possible to say if I will really continue to
in the true sense or just "look at the words,"
but I know that it would be a wast£if I didn't make
use of the knowledge acquired. I feel that through
the anal i cation (sic) of a book or whatever, that°
I will gain more for myself and a greater appre-
ciation of the talents of the author. The use of
children's books made this process of learning
much simpler.
In the case of the control group obviously there could be no such involve-
ment; the treatment was missing. At the time of the post- test one member
of the control group was heard saying something to the effect, "This again?
What do we have to take this again for (sic)? It doesn't count, does it?"
An examination of Table 5 shows some further indication of the possi-
bility of a negative reactive effect in the control group. Regarding
the total number of positive responses for the entire test, the target
group had 105 on the pre-test and 166 on the post- test, an increase of 61
positive responses. The control group had 143 positive responses on the
pre-test and 139 on the post-test. Considering the questions asked on the
test, it is unlikely that the number of positive responses should decrease
for any group; yet the control group from pre-test to post- test had a
decrease of 4 positive responses.
The same situation exists in the case of neutral responses. On the
pre-test the target group had 41 neutral responses. On the post- test they
had 31 neutral responses, a decrease of 10. On the pre-test the control
group had 28 neutral responses. On the post- test they had 31 neutral
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Table 5
TARGET GROUP Pre-Test Post-Test
Positive 105 166 +61
Negative 94 44 -50
Neutral 41 31 -10
X 35 32 -01
CONTROL GROUP Pre-Test Post-Test
Positive 143 139 -04
Negative 138 122 -16
Neutral 28 31 +03
X 65 73 +08
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responses, an increase of 3. At this point it would seem advisable to
reiterate the criteria by which values were assigned to responses. In
the case of those questions that dealt with critical evaluation of litera-
ture and knowledge of literary terms a positive value was assigned if the
answer fulfilled the criteria for literary accuracy as defined in Chapter
I. If the answer contained none of these criteria, it was assigned a
negative value. In the case of those responses where the answer was
determined to be vague to the point w'here neither a positive nor a negative
value could be reasonably assigned, the response was determined to be
neutral. In the case of some of the answers which were initially deter-
mined to be vague, a review of all the other responses on that particular
test sometimes indicated that the vague response was simply couched in
terms that did not accurately reflect the knowledge of the student as
shown on the other responses. In other words, if a response seemed to be
vague, and therefore neutral when examined alone, it could be seen as
positive or negative when examined in relation to all the other responses
on the test. It is possible that the increase in neutral responses in
the control group from pre-test to post- test indicates that there were
some members of the control group who were not intent on answering the
questions to the degree that they were at the time of the pre-test.
In the area of no response a similar situation occurred. The target
group had 33 blank answers on the pre-test and 32 blank answers on the
post- test, a decrease of only one, but nonetheless a decrease. The control
group had 65 blank answers on the pre-test and 73 blank answers on the
post- test, an increase of 8 negative responses. Considering the nature of
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the questions asked on the test, questions that dealt with attitude
toward literature and possession of a methodology for evaluating liter-
ature objectively, this increase in no response answers for the control
group from pre-test to post-test further supports the possibility that
there was some negative reactive effect to taking the tests.
The only area of testing where this decrease in positive response
and increase in neutral and no response might be explained is in the area
of knowledge of literary terms which may have been forgotten during the
period from pre-test to post-test. However, during the period from pre-
test to post- test the control group improved their scores in knowledge
of literar)'" terms. (An exact breakdown of the specific data in this
area is included in the following section of this chapter which deals with
the breakdown of the test results into the three areas with which the test
dealt.)
The control group showed improvement from pre-test to post- test only
in one area, knowledge of literary terms. That they would improve in this
area is reasonable. The members of the control group were engaged in
studying literature between the time of the pre-test and the post-test.
Part of their study dealt with knowledge of literary terms. The control
group's lack of improvement in the other areas as well as their increase
in number of neutral responses and no responses could lead one to conclude
that there was some negative reactive effect to the test. What is more,
even though the control group did show improvement in the area of know-
ledge of literary terms, the target group improved proportionally more in
this area from pre-test to post- test.
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One possible conclusion that could be drawn from these results is
that the target group had a positive reactive effect to the pre-test.
However
, in light of all the data available this conclusion seems un-
likely. For the entire pre-test the target group had a mean score of
42.6, while the control group had a mean score of 44.7. If the increase
m mean score for the target group at post- test was solely attributable
to a positive reactive effect, there should have been at least a minimal
increase for the control group.
Another possibility is that there was some negative reaction on the
part of the control group to their instructor. However, the instructor
for the control group reported that the class seemed to enjoy the course
and that she could detect no hostility toward her as an instructor. (It
should also be noted here that the instructor for the control group has
consistently ranked among the highest in the department on student eval-
uations.) She also reported that while there was no obvious hostility
toward her or the course, neither was there any obvious enthusiasm for the
subject matter on the part of the control group. This is a situation
that both the instructors for the control group and the target group have
observed to be the normal reaction of students in literature classes at
Lowell Technological Institute. Classes in literature at the Institute are
made up of Business Administration majors, Chemical Engineering majors,
Nuclear Physics majors, Electrical Engineering majors, and Biology majors.
There appears to be, on the part of most of the students, a general
acceptance that literature classes must be borne because they are required
for graduation. It appears that intense enthusiasm for and involvement
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in the study of literature are not the general rule at Lowell Techno-
logical Institute.
This lack of enthusiasm was also noted to be present by the instructor
of the target group at the time of the pre-test and in the first few class
sessions that followed. Students were somewhat reluctant to offer con-
tributions in class and voice their opinions regarding literature. How-
ever, as they began to understand why they were studying children's litera-
ture, this situation reversed. In most cases classroom contributions on
the part of the students increased, and they seemed to become genuinely
involved with the study of the works. At the end of the course it was the
concensus of the members of the target group that the children's literature
had been productive from their point of view. Though the "fun factor" was
not really considered when the study was designed, during the course of
the field-test and after the field-test it was observed to become more and
more prevalent in relation to motivating the students. They seemed to
simply enjoy working with the children's books. At the end of the course
the members of the target group unanimously indicated their desire that
the instructor offer an elective course devoted exclusively to the study
of children's literature the following semester.
Considering the overall results of the pre-tests and post-tests for
both groups and the observed positive reaction of the target group to the
treatment, it would seem that children's literature is worthy of more in-
vestigation as a positive method of teaching. An examination of the
results of the pre-tests and post- tests, when broken down into the three
areas which the test was designed to ascertain, reinforces this conclusion.
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Separate Area Results
The following are the tabulated results for the target group and
the control group for the pre-tests and the post-tests broken down into
the three separate areas which the test was designed to ascertain, i.e.
attitude toward literature, knowledge of literary terms, and criteria for
objective evaluation of a work. For the individual responses to the
questions in each of these categories see Appendix II. An examination
of the results of the pre-tests and post- tests when broken down into the
three areas with which the test was concerned would seem to lend further
support to the positive indications of the overall test results, that
children’s literature at least merits more investigation as a possibly
effective teaching tool.
In the area of attitude toward literature, as Table 6 shows, the
target group had a pre-test mean score of 72.25 and a post-test mean score
of 89.2, an increase of 16.95 points. The standard deviation for the
target group in the area of attitude toward literature was 32 on the pre-
test and 12.31 on the post- test, a decrease of 19.68 points. It is inter-
esting to note that though these results are of a positive nature, it
was in the area of attitude that the tests showed the leas^" change from
pre-test to post-test for the target group. It was hoped on the part of
this investigator that an increased knowledge of criteria for evaluation
would produce a corresponding increased positive attitude toward the
subject. What is more, this anticipated increase was observed to take
place in class. Yet in the test results attitude increase was propor-





PRE-TEST Mean 72.25 STD 32
Questions
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X Answered Raw Score Percent
A1 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
B1 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
Cl 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
El 3 2 0 0 5 3/5 60
FI 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
G1 2 0 2 1 4 2/4-.
5
49.5
11 1 3 1 0 5 1/5- . 25 19.8
J1 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
LI 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
N1 3 1 0 1 4 3/4 75
01 0 1 3 1 4 0/4- . 75 0
PI 3 1 0 1 4 3/4 75
R1 4 1 0 0 5 4/5 80
POST-TEST Mean 89.2 STD 12.31
A1 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
B1 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
Cl 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
El 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
FI 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
G1 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
11 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
J1 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
LI 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
N1 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
01 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
PI 3 0 0 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
R1 4 1 0 0 5 4/5 80
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test instrument itself. Perhaps the types of questions asked in the
area of attitude were such that a dramatic change from pre-test to post-
test would be unlikely in most instances. However, even though minimal,
the findings were positive for the target group. In the case of the
control group the opposite occurred.
As Tables 7 and 8 show, the control group had in the area of atti-
tude a pre-test mean score of 86.7 and a post- test mean score of 77.5, a
decrease of 9.2 points. The standard deviation for the control group in
the area of attitude toward literature was 24.4 on the pre-test and 32.17
on the post-test, an increase of 7.77 points. This increase in standard
deviation and decrease in the mean score from pre-test to post-test in
attitude for the control group further supports the conclusion that there
may have been some negative reactive effect to the taking of the tests.
Another possibility to consider is that the treatment of children's
literature which the target group received contributed to their performing
positively in the area of attitude while the control group which did not
receive the treatment performed negatively.
In the area of knowledge of literary terms, as Table 9 shows, the
target group had a mean score of 43.0 on the pre-test and a mean score of
62.75 on the post- test, an increase of 20.25 points. The standard deviation
for the target group in the area of knowledge of literary terms was 17.23
on the pre-test and 12 on the post- test, a decrease of 5.23 points. Here
the mean score increase is significantly more than in the area of attitude,
and again the scores seem to support the theory that children's literature





PRE-TEST Mean 86.70 STD 24.40
X
Questions
.Answered Raw Score PpTY'OTVt'
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral
la 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
3a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
4a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
5a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
6a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
7a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
8a 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
9a 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
10a 2 0 0 3 2 2/2 100
11a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
12a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
14a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
15a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
16a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
18a 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
19a 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
20a 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100





POST-TEST Mean 77.50 STD 32.17
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
la 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
3a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
4a 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
5a 2 1 1 1 4 2/4-. 25 49.8
6a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
7a 2 0 1 2 3 2/3-. 25 66.5
8a 4 0 1 0 5 4/5-. 25 79.8
9a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
10a 1 0 0 4 1 1/1 100
11a 2 0 1 2 3 2/3-. 25 66.5
12a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
14a 5 0 0 0 5 5/5 100
15a 0 0 2 3 2 0/2- .
5
0
16a 4 0 0 1 4 4/4 100
18a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100
19a 3 0 1 1 4 3/4-. 25 74.8
20a 3 0 0 2 3 3/3 100





PRE-TEST Mean 43.0 STD 17.23
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
A1 6 4 0 0 10 6/10 60
B1 0 4 6 0 10 0/10-1.5 0
Cl 7 2 1 0 10 7/10- .25 69.8
El 4 0 6 0 10 4/10-1.5 38.5
FI 6 4 0 0 10 6/10 60
G1 4 5 0 1 9 4/9 44.5
11 3 5 2 0 10 3/10- .
5
29.5
J1 4 4 2 0 10 4/10- . 39.5
LI 5 5 0 0 10 5/10 50
N1 5 2 3 0 10 5/10- .75 49.3
01 4 2 3 1 9 4/9-. 75 43.8
PI 3 4 2 1 9 3/9-.
5
52.8
R1 4 6 0 0 10
1
4/10 40
POST-TEST Mean 62.75 STD 12.00
A1 8 2 0 0 10 8/10 80
B1 6 3 1 0 10 6/10- . 25 59.8
Cl 7 2 1 0 10 7/10- . 25 69.8
El 6 0 4 0 10 6/10-1 59
FI 7 2 1 0 10 7/10- .25 69.8
G1 8 1 1 0 10 8/10- .25 79.8
11 6 3 1 0 10 6/10- . 25 59.8
J1 7 1 2 0 10 7/10- .
5
69.5
LI 5 5 0 0 10 5/10 50
N1 5 1 4 0 10 5/10-1 49
01 6 2 2 0 10 6/10- . 59.5
PI 4 3 3 0 10 4/10- .75 39.3
R1 7 3 0 0 10 7/10 70
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In the area of knowledge of literary terms, as Tables 10 and 11
show, the control group had a mean score of 45.0 on the pre-test and a
mean score of 46.6 on the post-test, an increase of only 1.6 points.
The standard deviation for the control group in the area of knowledge of
literary terns was 5.89 on the pre-test and 13.78 on the post- test, an
increase of 7.89 points.
As in the case of the other areas thus far examined, here again the
results of the target group are superior to those of the control group.
What contributes to the possible significance of the results is that both
groups were exposed to literary' terms in their respective classes and
both groups were only two points apart on their pre-test mean scores,
and their standard deviations in this area were the closest for any area
of the test. In addition, the control group scores for both the mean and
the standard deviation were better than those of the target group on the
pre-test. Why then did the target group improve so drastically in this
area while the control group did not?
One possible answer may lie in the fact that there was a negative
reactive effect to the test on the part of the control group. But if this
were the cause, why then was there no reactive effect of the same nature
for the target group? Another possible reason for the target group’s
improvement may lie in the methodology employed in the classroom during
the treatment.
The purpose of the study was to investigate the possible efficacy of
utilizing children’s literature as a possible means of instruction in the





PRE-TEST Mean 45.0 STD 11.68
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
49.8
la 5 4 1 0 10 5/10- . 25
3a 3 6 1 0 10 3/10- . 25 29.8
4a 6 4 0 0 10 6/10 60
5a 3 6 1 0 10 3/10- .75 29.3
6a 4 5 0 1 9 4/9 44.5
7a 4 3 3 0 10 4/10- .75 39.3
8a 6 4 0 0 10 6/10 60
9a 4 3 1 2 8 4/8-. 25 49.8
10a 2 3 1 0 10 2/10- . 25 19.8
11a 3 2 2 3 7 3/7-.
5
42.5
12a 5 4 1 0 10 5/10- . 25 49.8
14a 5 4 1 0 10 5/10- . 25 49.8
15a 3 5 1 1 9 3/9-. 25 33.0
16a 4 5 1 0 10 4/10- . 25 39.8
18a 6 3 1 0 10 6/10- . 25 59.8
19a 6 3 1 0 10 6/10- . 25 59.8
20a 5 2 3 0 10 5/10- .75 49.3




POST-TEST Mean 46.60 STD 18.97
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
la 6 3 1 0 10 6/10- .25 59.8
3a 5 5 0 0 10 5/10 50
4a 7 3 0 0 10 7/10 70
5a 3 7 0 0 10 3/10 30
6a 3 6 0 1 9 3/9 33.4
7a 3 3 3 1 9 3/9-. 75 32.7
8a 7 3 0 0 10 7/10 70
9a 5 2 3 0 10 5/10- .75 49.3
10a 1 2 3 0 10 1/10- .75 9.3
11a 5 3 1 1 9 5/9-. 25 55.8
12a 5 3 2 0 10 5/10- .
5
49.5
14a 5 4 1 0 10 5/10- . 25 49.8
15a 1 6 2 1 9 1/9- .
5
10.6
16a 3 5 2 0 10 3/10- . 29.5
18a 7 3 0 0 10 7/10 70
19a 5 5 0 0 10 5/10 50
20a 7 2 1 0 10 7/10- . 25 69.8
21a 5 4 1 0 10 5/10- . 25 49.8
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necessary to familiarize the subjects of the field-test with a knowledge
of literary terms if such a knowledge was lacking in any degree sufficient
enough to impair their ability to critically analyze a work. Nonetheless,
it was never the intention of the investigator to tell the subjects of
the field-test what he thought they should know in any area. One of the
basic premises on which the study was based, one of the reasons why it
was devised, was the belief that a student can learn more when he engages
himself as much as possible in the teaching process and the learning
process. This investigator speculated that in relation to the subject
of analytical criticism, such student involvement would be facilitated
through the use of something simple with which the student could get in-
volved on his own terms rather than listening to a lecture about the in-
tricacies of a great work. What was in no way desired was a harangue
from the instructor regarding those definitions that he felt the students
"must" know. With this in mind, the instructor of the target group
during the field-test avoided "telling" or lecturing as much as was possible.
Emphasis in classroom discussion was on just that- -discussion. Silent and
non-verbal cues were used extensively.
Contrastingly, the instructor for the control group reported that
the lecture method was employed as the principal method of teaching
literary terms to the control group. One of the possible reasons for the
target group's improvement from pre-test to post- test may be that in the
classroom discussion and clarification of literary terms the members of
the target group did more of the defining and clarifying themselves than
did the control group. If such were the case, this may have contributed
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to the target group's scores contrasting with the scores o£ the control
group
.
Another possible reason for the target group's improvement in the
area of knowledge of literary terms may lie in the area of criteria for
literary criticism. It must be remembered why knowledge of literary
terms was included. The main thrust of the study dealt with the analyti-
cal criticism of literature. It was the belief of the investigator that
it would be easier for the students to engage in discussion of a subject
matter if they were familiar with the terminology of that subject matter.
In order for them to analytically criticize literature, it was assumed
that they would have to understand literary terms. If this assumption
on the part of the instructor is in any way valid, it could help explain
why the target group improved in knowledge of literary terms as they did.
The members of the target group were observed to become increasingly
interested in the children's stories as the field-test progressed. It
may have been that their interest in analytically criticizing the works
provided another additional motivational factor which contributed to
their increased scores from pre-test to post-test in the area of knowledge
of literary terms. It may have been that the treatment caused the students
of the target group to get involved in criticism to a degree where they
wished to learn more about the terms of criticism and did. Here again
is another situation where it is possible that the treatment, the use
of children’s literature, contributed to improvement in the target group’s
scores from pre-test to post-test.
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The final area for examination is the most important in relation
to the purpose of the study, and it was in this area, the criteria for
critical evaluation, that the target group showed the most improvement.
Here, as Table 12 shows, the target group had a mean score of 13.65 on
the pre-test and a mean score of 62.2 on the post- test, an increase of
48.55 points. The standard deviation for the target group in the area
of criteria for critical evaluation was 28.38 on the pre-test and 24.97
on the post- test, a decrease of 3.41 points.
These results are sufficient enough to at the very leasi indicate
that further research in this area is something not to be discounted
lightly. According to these test results there was a significant improve-
ment in the members of the target group's ability to evaluate objectively
a work of literature from pre-test to post- test.
In the case of the control group, no such improvement took place.
Tables 13 and 14 show the control group had a mean score of 1.39 on the
pre-test and a mean score of 4.63 on the post-test, an increase of only
3.24 points in this area of criteria for evaluation. The standard deviation
for the control group in this area was 5.89 on the pre-test and 13.78 on
the post- test, an increase of 7.89 points.
One factor which could help to explain the marked disparity between
the performances of the two groups could be the mean scores at the time
of pre-test. It was only in the area of critical criteria that the target
group scored higher than the control group on the pre-test. It is possible





PRE-TEST Mean 13.65 STD 28.38
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
A1 4 0 0 2 4 4/4 100
B1 0 3 1 2 4 0/4- . 25 0
Cl 2 3 1 0 6 2/6-. 25 33
El 0 2 2 2 4 0/4- .
5
0
FI 0 3 1 2 4 0/4- . 25 0
G1 1 3 1 1 5 1/5- . 25 19.8
11 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
J1 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
LI 0 3 1 2 4 0/4- . 25 0
N1 1 2 1 2 4 1/4- . 25 24.8
01 0 3 0 3 3 0/3 0
PI 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
R1 0 4 1 1 5 0/5- . 25 0
POST-TEST Mean 62.2 STD 24.97
A1 4 1 0 1 5 4/5 80
B1 2 2 0 2 4 2/4 50
Cl 1 3 1 1 5 1/5- . 25 19.8
El 2 0 2 2 4 2/4-. 49.5
FI 2 0 2 2 4 2/4-. 49.5
G1 3 1 0 2 4 3/4 75
11 2 2 0 2 4 2/4 50
J1 4 0 0 2 4 4/4 100
LI 1 2 1 2 4 1/4- . 25 24.8
N1 4 0 0 2 4 4/4 100
01 3 1 0 2 4 3/4 75
PI 3 1 0 2 4 3/4 75






PRE-TEST Mean 1.39 STD 5.89






la 0 4 0 2 4
3a 0 3 1 2 4 0/4 0
4a 0 4 0 2 0 0/4 0
5a 0 5 0 1 5 0/5 0
6a 0 5 0 1 5 0/5 0
7a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
8a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
9a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
10a 0 3 0 3 3 0/3 0
11a 0 3 0 3 3 0/3 0
12a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
14a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
15a 0 2 0 4 2 0/2 0
16a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
18a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
19a 1 3 0 2 4 1/4 25
20a 0 3 1 2 4 0/4 0





POST-TEST Mean 4.63 STD 13.78
Test No. Positive Negative Neutral X
Questions
Answered Raw Score Percent
la 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
3a 0 3 1 2 4 0/4 0
4a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
5a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
6a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
7a 0 3 0 3 3 0/3 0
8a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
9a 0 3 0 3 3 0/3 0
10a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
11a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
12a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
14a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
15a 0 1 0 5 1 0/1 0
16a 0 4 0 2 4 0/4 0
18a 0 4 0 2 0 0/4 0
19a 2 2 0 2 4 2/4 50
20a 1 2 0 3 3 1/3 33.4
21a 0 1 0 5 1 0/1 1
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for their performing considerably better than the control group which
had a pre-test mean score of only 1.39 in this area. The members of
the target group may have had an edge on the members of the control group.
This edge may have provided a background necessary for improvement in
this area. The members of the target group had a mean score that indi-
cated an almost non-existent knowledge of criteria for criticism at pre-
test. However, even if such were the case, the target group did improve
dramatically over their own pre-test score, indicating that the treatment
had some positive effect.
A brief examination of all three areas further supports the contention
that the treatment, the study of children’s literature, may be a productive
teaching tool in a literature classroom. The target group's attitude to-
ward literature changed the least from pre-test to post-test. In knowledge
of literary terms the target group improved considerably more than in
attitude, and in the area of criteria for criticism, the target group im-
proved the most. The control group's scores failed to improve at all in
the area of attitude. Their improvement in knowledge of literary terms
was almost negligible, 1.6 points in the mean, as was their improvement
in criteria for evaluation, an increase of only 3.24 points for the mean.
The group that received the treatment improved in all three areas of
the test. The group that did not receive the treatment improved in two
areas, but only minimally. Their failure to improve in the area of atti-
tude could indicate a possible negative reactive effect to the taking of
the test, as could their minimal improvements in the other areas. However,
there is no indication that the improvement of the target group could be
1
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solely attributable to a positive reactive effect. The results of the
field-test indicate that the treatment, the study of children's literature,
is at least worthy of further investigation as a possibly effective tool
in the instruction of the process of critical reading.
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Results of the pre- and post- tests for both groups in the categories of
attitude, knowledge of terms, and criteria for evaluation break down as follows:
Table 15
Target Group Control Group
Attitude Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test
Positive 42 50 65 52
Negative 9 1 2 3
Neutral 7 5 7 10
X 7 9 16 25
Terms
Positive 55 82 78 83
Negative 47 28 71 69
Neutral 25 20 19 20
X 3 0 8 4
Criteria
Positive 8 34 1 3
Negative 38 15 64 59
Neutral 9 6 2 1
X 23 23 41 45
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Table 16
TARGET GROUP CONTROL GROUP
ATTITUDE
Mean Score Pre-Test 72.25 Pre-Test 86.7
Post-Test 98.2 Post-Test 77.5
ATTITUDE
STD Pre-Test 32 Pre-Test 24.40
Post-Test 12.31 Post-Test 32.17
Mean Score Pre-Test 43.0 Pre-Test 45.0
TERMS
Post-Test 62.75 Post-Test 46.6
STD Pre-Test 17.23 Pre-Test 11.68
Post-Test 12 Post-Test 18.97
CRITERIA
Mean Score Pre-Test 13.65 Pre-Test 1.39
CRITERIA
Post-Test 62.2 Post-Test 4.63
STD Pre-Test 28.38 Pre-Test 5.89
Post-Test 24.97 Post-Test 13.78
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
, CONCLUSIONS , RECOMMENDATIONS
In an investigation of this type it is very difficult to reach
hard and fast conclusions. A behavioral study, by definition, is elusive;
and a behavioral study dealing with subject matter as elusive as litera-
ture can be evasive. This investigation was designed with these aspects
of educational research and literature in mind. All that was attempted
here was a field-test which could serve as a first probing into a new
area, using children's literature as a means of teaching a relatively
sophisticated process of reading adult literature. The field-test,
naturally, did not employ the rigorous controls that an experiment would
have demanded. However, in the context of the field-test as it was de-
signed and implemented, the results were significant enough to be suppor-
tive of the basic theory regarding children’s literature, i.e., it seems
to xvork.
At the very least, the results of the field-test indicate that the
treatment was successful here. At best, these results indicate that the
subject is worthy of more detailed research. If the study is replicated
in any way, some procedural changes are recommended so that the results
of such research may have more validity.
First, the instrument itself should be examined and hopefully improved.
Here the pre-test and post-test were designed by the investigator with the
assistance of Dr. Thomas Hutchinson of the Research Center of the School
of Education at the University of Massachusetts. Here the essay question
was used. The indication of some possible negative reactive effect on
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the part of the control group on the post-test could have been a
reaction to this type of test. Perhaps a multiple choice test could
assure total objectivity in evaluating the responses on the tests.
If experimentation is carried out, naturally the investigator should
have no involvement with the instruction of either group. No matter how
earnest he is in his attempts to remain objective, an investigator who
administers the treatment in a case such as this is always in danger of
"teaching to the test" as it were. Eliminating the investigator from
involvement in the field-test eliminates this possibility.
It is also strongly recommended that this subject be experimented
with at the secondary level. If the theory is indeed valid, high school
students stand to gain the most from it. After all, many high school
students do not go on to higher education. Many receive no further training
in the liberal arts than is provided by the twelfth grade. If the study
of children’s literature can help provide high school students with a
process of reading and evaluating a work of literature, then such study
should be developed.
If the study is replicated at the college level, it would perhaps be
worthwhile to discover what differences, if any, occur when it is administered
at a liberal arts institution. In this field-test all of the subjects in
both the target group and the control group were students in areas other
than liberal arts. A positive improvement from pre-test to post- test
with students majoring in liberal arts or literature would be significant
in determining the value of the treatment.
Another area which a future investigator may wish to examine and
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perhaps alter is the selection of the children's books used in the
field-test. In tnis study the books used were chosen because the in-
vestigator believed that they exhibited those characteristics of fine
literature as set forth in Chapter I. Also, the books in this study were
all by acknowledged craftsmen in the field of literature. A future study
might wish to deal with different works so that the efficacy of using
children s literature in general and not just these specific pieces of
that genre will be further tested.
If any of the works used in this study are used again, it is recom-
mended that Ionesco’s Story Number 1 not be one of them. Story Number 1
was selected for use here because it exhibits those characteristics of
the absurd for which Ionesco is so well known. The rationale for this
was as follows: If the students did succeed in developing a grasp of what
is entailed in the process of critical reading and did have some success
in analyzing the first three stories, then perhaps they could refine these
skills by dealing with something that appeared to have no form whatever.
It was hoped that the students would attempt to get into Ionesco's mad
story about Josette and in doing so be forced to consider the relationship
between theme and form on a different, more involved level. However, all
observations indicate that this was not what happened. The majority of
the students seemed to dislike the story’ because of its absurd nature.
They seemed to be more comfortable practicing their critical skills on
works that conformed to a more conventional standard of structure. The
majority of students in the target group listed Story Number 1 among those
books that they said they disliked on the post- test. The reason most
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Ox ten given for this dislike was that the work had a form that seemed
to be without rational structure.
The final recommendation that this investigator would make takes
the form of a wish more than a research recommendation- -anyone who chooses
to continue investigation into the use of children's literature as a
teaching tool should, it is hoped, enjoy the process of the study itself.
The investigator found that working with Frederick, the field mouse, and
Zlateh, the goat, had a fun factor" for himself as well as for the stu-
dents. Perhaps working with Digger Dan the Steamshovel man or other
characters out of the world of children's literature can be equally en-
joyable for all concerned, and benefit the study of English Education
and, most importantly, the students in the bargain.
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SYMBOLS: Positive Response = Pos.
Negative Response = Neg.
Neutral Response = Neut
No Response = X
Experimental Class
Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Pos. Pos.



































Part One 1 . Neg. Pos. 1 . Neut
.
Neut.
Part Two 1 . Pos. Pos
.
1. Pos. Pos.
2. Pos. Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.
3. Neut
.
Pos. 3. X Pos.
4. Pos. Neut. 4 . Pos
.
Pos.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. X
'
X 6 • Pos X
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos. Pos.
8. Neg. Neg. 8. Neg. Neg.
9. X X 9. Neg. NegT
10. Neut. Pos. 10. Pos. Pos.
Part Three 1. Neut. #4e Neg. 1. Neg. Pos.
2. Neut Neut. 2. Pos. Neg.
3. Neut. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neg. Pos. 4 . Neut
.
Neut.
5. Neg. Pos. 5 . Pos
.
Pos.
6. Neut. Pos. 6. Pos. Pos.
7. Neut. Pos. 7. Pos. Pos.
8. Neut. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. Neg. Neg. 9. Pos. Pos.
10. .Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.













Part One 1 . Neut. Neut
.
1 . Neg. Pos.
Part Two 1 . Pos. Pos. 1 . Pos. Pos.
2. Pos. Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.




5. Neg. Pos. 5. Neg. Neut.
6. X X 6. X X
7. Neg. Pos. 7. Pos. Pos.
8. X Pos. 8. Neg. Pos.
9. Neg. X 9. X X
10. Neut. Neut. 10. Neut
.
Neut.






3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neut. Neut. 4. Pos. Pos.
5. Neut. Pos. 5. Pos. Pos.
6. Neut.Pc33. Pos. 6. Pos. Pos.
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos
.
Pos.
8. Pos. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. Pos. Pos. 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Neut. Neut. 10. Neg. Neut
.
Pos. 7 13 Pos. 11 14
Neg. 4 0 Neg. 7 2
Neut.
8 6 Neut. 1 3




Part One 1. Neg. Pos
.
1. Neg.
Part Two 1. Neut. Pos. 1. Pos.
2. Pos. Pos.
2. Neg.
3. Neut. Neut. 3. Neg.
4. Pos. Pos. 4 . Neut
.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg.
6. Pos. X 6. X
7. X X 7. Neg.
8. X X 8. Neg.
9. Neg. Pos. 9. X
10. Neut. Pos. 10. Neg.
Part Three 1. Neg. Pos
.
1. Neut.
2. Neg. Neg. 2 . Neut
3. Neg. Pos. 3. Pos.
4. X Pos. 4* Neg.
5. Neg. Pos. 5. Pos.
6. Pos. Pos. 6. Neg.
7. Pos. Pos. 7 . Neg
.
8. Pos. Neut. 8 . Pos




Pos. 7 14 Pos. 4
Neg.
8 2 Neg. 12
Neut. 3 2 Neut. 3
































Part One 1 . Neg. Pos.
1. Neg. Neut.




2. Pos. Pos 2. Pos. Pos.
3. X X 3. X X
4. Pos
.
Pos. 4. Pos. Pos
5. Neg. Pos. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. X X 6. X X
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos. Neut.
8. Neg. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. X X 9. X X
10. Neg. Pos. 10. Neut. Pos
.
Part Three 1 . Neg. Pos. 1. Neg. Neg.
2. Neg. Neut. 2. Neg. Neg.
3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neut. Neut. 4. Neg. Neg.
5. Neut. Pos. 5. Pos. Pos.
6. Pos. Pos 6. Pos. Pos.
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos. Pos.
8. Pos. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. Neg. Neg. 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Npct . Pos. 10. ]SJpa. Ner.






















2. Pos. Pos. 2 . Neut Pos
.
3. Neg. Pos 3. X X
4. Pos. Pos. 4. Neut. Pos.
5. Neg. Pos. S. Neg. Pos.
6. X • X
6. X X
7. X Pos. 7. Neg, Pos.
8. X Pos 8. X Neg/
9. Neut. X 9. X X
10 . Neg. Pos. 10. Neg. Pos.
1 . Neg. Neut. 1. Neg. Neg.




4. Neut. Neut, 4. Neut. Neut.
5. Neut. Pos 5 . Neut Pos.






8. Pos. Pos. 8 . Pos Pos.
9. Pos. Neg. 9. Neg. Neg.
10 . Pos. Neut. 10. X Pos.
Pos. 9 14 Pos. 4 12
Neg.
5 1 NeS- 6 3
Neut.
4 4 Neut . ^ 3




Part One 1. Neg. Pos.
1 . Neg. Pos.
Part Two 1. Pos. Pos. 1 . Neg. Neg.
2. Pos
.
Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.
3. X X 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Pos. Pos. 4. Pos. Pos.
5. Neg. Pos. 5. Neut. Pos.
6. X • X 6. Neg. X
7. Neg. Neut. 7. Pos. Pos.
8. X X 8. Neg. Pos.
9. Neg. Neg. 9. X Neg.
10. Neg. Pos. 10. Neg. $eg-
Part Three 1. Neg. Neg. 1. Neg. Neg.
2. Neut. Neut. 2. Neg. Pos.
3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neut. Neut. 4. Neg. Neg.
5. X Pos. 5. Neg. Pos.
6. Neg. Pos. 6. Pos. Pos.
7. Pos
.




9. Neg. Neg. 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Pos.






2 4 Neut. 1 0

















































































4a Pre-Test Post-Test 5a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Neg. Neg.
1. Neg. Neg.
Part Two 1. Pos. Neut. 1. Pos. Neut.
2. Pos. Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.
3. Pos. Pos . 3 . Pos
.
X
4. Pos. Pos. 4. Pos. Pos.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. X X 6. X X
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos. Neg.
8. Neg. Neg. 8. Neg. Neg.
9. X X 9. Neg. X
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.
Part Three 1. Neg. Neg. 1. Neg. Neg.
2. Neg. Pos. 2 . Neg Neg.
3. Neg. Pos. 3. Pos. Neg/




6. Pos. Pos . 6. Pos. Pos.
7. Sos. Pos. 7* Pos.f} Pos.
8. Pos. Neg. 8 . Neut . Neg.
9. Pos. Pos. 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Pos
.
Pos. 10. Neg. Neg.










6a Pre-Test Post-Test 7a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Neg. Neg. 1. Neg. Neg.





2. Pos. Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.
3. Pos. Pos. 3. X X
4. Pos. Pos. 4 . Pos
.
Pos.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg. Neg.




8. Neg. Neg. 8. Neg. X
9. X X 9. X X
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.
Part Three 1. X Neg. 1 . Neg
.
Neg.
2. Neg. Neg. 2 . Neut
.
Neg.
3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neg. Neg. 4 . Neut Neut.








8. Pos. Pos 8. Neg. Neut.
9. Neg. Neg. 9. Neg. Nge.
10. Neg. X 10. Pos. X
Pos. 9 8 Pos. 7 5
Neg. 10 10 Neg. 7 6
Neut. 0 0 Neut. 4 4
X 2 3 X 3 6
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8a Pre-Test Post-Test 9a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Neg. Neg.
1. Neg. Neg.
Part Two 1. Neut. Neut.
1. Pos. Pos.




4. Pos. Pos. 4. Pos. Pos.
5. Neg. Nge. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. X • X 6. X X
7. Pos. Pos. 7. X X
8. Neg. Neg. 8. X X
9. X X 9. Neg. X
10. Neg. Nge. 10. Neg. Neg.






Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neg. Nge. 4. Neg. Neut.
5. Pos. Pos. 5. Pos. Neut
.
6. Pos. PVs 6. Pos. Pos
.
7. Pos. Pos. 7. Pos. Neut
8. Pos. Pos. 8. Pos. X
9. Pos. Pos. 9. Neut
.
Pos.
10. Nes. Neg. 10. Neg. Pos.
Pos. 9 11 Pos. 8 8
Neg. 9 7 Neg. 7 5
Neut. 1 1 Neut. 1 3
X 2 2 X 5 5
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10a Pre-Test Post-Test 11a Pre-Test























































Pos. 4 2 Pos. 6
Neg. 6 6 Neg. 5
Neut. 1 3 Neut. 2































Part One 1 • Neg
.
Neg. 1. Neg. Neg.




3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Pos. Pos. 4. Pos. Pos.
5. Neg. Neg.
5. Neg. Neg.
6. X X 6. X X
7. X X 7. Pos. Pos.
8. X X 8. Neg. Neg.
9. Neg. Neg. 9. X X
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.
Part Three 1. Neg. Nge. 1. Nge. Neut.
2. Neg. Neut. 2. Neut. Neg.
3* Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4* Neg. Neg. 4. Neg. Neg.
5. Pos. Pos 5. Neg. Neg.
6. Pos. Pos. 6. Pos. Pos.






Neg. 9. Pos. Pos.
10 . Neut
.
Neut. 10. Neg. Neg.
Pos. 8 8 Pos. 10 10
Neg. 8 7 Neg. 8 8
Neut. 2 3 Neut. 1 1
X 3 3 X 2 2
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15a Pre-Test Post-Test 16a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Neg. Neg. 1. Neg. Neg.
Part Two 1 • Neut
.
Neut. !• Neut. Pos.






4. Pos. X 4 . Pos
.
Pos.
5. Neg. X 3. Neg. Neg.
6. X X 6. X X
7. X X 7* Pos. Pos.
8. X X 8. Neg. Neg.
9. X X 9. X X
10. X X 10. Neg. Neg.
Part Three 1. X X 1. Neg. Neg.
2. Neg. Neg. 2. Neg. Neg.
3 . Neut Neut. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neg. Neg. 4. Neg. Neg.
5. Pos. Neg. 5. Pos. Neut.










9. Neg. Neg. 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Neg.
..
Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.
Pos. 6 1 Pos. 7 7
Neg. 7 7 Neg. 9. 9
Neut. 2 4 Neut . 2 2
X 6 9 X 3 3
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18a Pre-Test Post-Test 19a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1 . Neg. Neg.
1. Neg. Neg.
Part Two 1 . Pos. Pos
.
1. Pos. Pos.
2. Pos. Pos. 2. Pos. Pos.
3 . Pos. X 3 . Pos. X
4 . Pos. Pos. 4 . Pos. Pos.
5 . Neg. Neg. 5 . Neg. Neg.





8. X Neg. 8. X X
9 . Neg. X 9 . Pos. Pos.
10 . Neg. Neg. 10 . Neg. Pos.
Part Three 1. Neg. Neg. 1 . Neg. Neg.
2. Neut
.
Neg. 2. Pos. Neg.
3 . Pos. Pos. 3 . Neg. Pos.
4 . Neg. Neg. 4 . Pos. Pos.
5 . Pos. Pos. 5 . Pos. Pos.
6. Pos. Pos. 6. Pos. Neg.
7 . Pos. Pos. 7 . Pos. Pos.
8. Neg. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9 . Pos. Pos 9 . Neut. Neg.
10 . Pos. Pos. 10 . Neg. Neg.
Pos. 10 11 Pos. 11 10
Neg. 7 7 Neg. 6 7
Neut. 1 0 Neut. 2 1
X 3 3 X 2 3
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20a Pre-Test Post-Test 21a Pre-Test Post-Test
Part One 1. Neg. Pos.
1. Neg. Neg.
Part Tvvo 1. Pos. Pos.
1. Neg. Neg.
2. Pos. Pos. 2. Neg. Neg.
3. X X 3. Neut. Neut.
4. Pos. Pos. 4. X X
5. Neg. Neg. 5. X X
6. X X 6. X X
7. Pos. X 7. X X
8. Neg. Neg. 8. X X
9. X X 9. X X
10. Neut. X 10. X X
Part Three 1. Neg. Pos. 1. Neg. Neg.
2. Neut
.
Neg. 2. iNfeg. Neg.
3. Pos. Neg. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neut. Neut. 4. Neg. Neut.
5. Pos. pos 5. Pos. Pos.




8. Pos. Pos. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. Neut. Pos 9. Neg. Neg.
10. Neg. Pos. 10. X Neg.
Pos. 9 11 Pos. 4 5
Neg. 5 4 Neg. 8. 7
Neut. 4 1 Neut. 1 2
X 3 5 X 8 7
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1 . Pos. Pos
.
2. Pos. Pos
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Neg. 3 3







































































































































2 3 Pos. 1 3
0
O
0 Neg. 3 0
z 1 Neut. 1 0
















8. Pos. Neut. 8. Pos. Pos.
9. Pos. Pos. 9. Neg. Neg.




5 1 Neg. 5 3
0 1 Neut. 2 1
1 0 X 0 0
1. Neg. Pos. 1. Neg. Pos.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. Pos. X 6 X X
8. X X 8 Neg. X
9. Neg. Pos. 9.
X Neg.
10. Neut. Pos. 10. Neg. Pos.
1 3 Pos. 0 2
3 1 Neg. 4 2
1 0 Neut. 0 0






1 . Pos. Pos .
2. Pos. Pos .
3. X X
4. Pos. Pos.





1 . Neg. Pos .
2. Neg. Neut.
3. Pos. Pos .
4. Neut. Neut .
5. Neut. Pos.
6. Pos. Pos .
7. Pos. Pos .





Neut . 2 2
X 0 0


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8a Pre-Test Post-Test 9a Pre-Test Post-Test
Attitude 1. Neut. Neut
.
1. Pos. Pos.




3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. X
4. Pos. Pos 4. Pos. Pos
7. Pos. Pos 7. X X
Pos. 4 4 Pos. 4 3
Neg. 0 0 Neg. 0 0
Neut
.
1 1 Neut. 0 0
X 0 0 X 1 2
Terms 1 . Neg. Neg. 1 . X Neg.
2. Neg. Pos. 2. Neg. Neg.
3. Pos. Pos. 3. Pos. Pos.
4. Neg. Neg. 4. Neg. Neut.
5. Pos. Pos. 5. Pos. Neut.




Pos. 7. Pos. neut.
8. Pos. Pos. 8. X Pos.
9. Pos. Pos. 9. Neut. Pos.
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Pos
.
Pos. 6 7 Pos
.
4 5
Neg. 4 3 Neg. 3 2
Neut. 0 0 Neut
.
1 3
X 0 0 X 2 0
Criteria 1 . Neg. Neg. 1 . Neg. Neg.
5. Neg. Neg. 5. Neg. Neg.
6. X X 6. X X
8. Neg. Neg. 8. X X
9. X X 9. Neg. X
10. Neg. Neg. 10. Neg. Neg.
Pos. 0 0 Pos. 0
0



































































































































































































5. Neg. Neg. 1. Neg.
6. X X 5. Neg.
8. X X 6. X
9. Neg. Nea 8. Neg.



















































































Criteria 1. Neg. Neg.
5. Neg. X
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3. X x
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6 . Pos. Pos
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8 . Neg. Pos
9. Pos. Pos
.





1 . Neg. Neg.
5. Neg. Neg.
6 . X X
8 . X Neg.
9. Neg. X






























1 . Neg. Neg.
5. Neg. Neg.
6. X X
8 . X X
9. Pos. Pos.
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TEXTS OF CHILDREN'S STORIES





At Hanukkah tine the road from the village to the town is usually covered
with snow, but this year the winter had been a mild one. Hanukkah had almost
come, yet little snow had fallen. The sun shone most of the time. The peasants
complained that because of the dry weather there would be a poor harvest of winter
gram, hew grass sprouted, and the peasants sent their cattle out to pasture.
For Reuven the furrier it was a bad year, and after long hesitation he
decided to sell Zlateh the goat. She was old and gave little milk. Feyvel the
town butcher had offered eight gulden for her. Such a sum would buy Hanukkah
candles, potatoes and oil for pancakes, gifts for the children, and other holiday
necessaries for the house. Reuven told his oldest boy Aaron to take the goat to
town.
Aaron understood what taking the goat to Feyvel meant, but he had to obey
his father. Leah, his mother, wiped the tears from her eyes wrhen she heard the
news. Aaron’s younger sisters, Anna and Miriam, cried loudly. Aaron put on his
quilted jacket and a cap with earmuffs, bound a rope around Zlateh's neck, and
took along two slices of bread with cheese to eat on the road. Aaron was supposed
to deliver the goat by evening, spend the night at the butcher's, and return the
next day with the money.
While the family said good-bye to the goat, and Aaron placed the rope around
her neck, Zlateh stood as patiently and good-naturedly as ever. She licked
Reuven's hand. She shook her small white beard. Zlateh trusted human beings.
! She knew that they always fed her and never did her any harm.
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When Aaron brought her out on the road to to™, she seemed somewhat
astonished. She'd never been led in that direction before. She looked back at
him quest loningly, as if to say, "Where are you taking me?" But after a while
she seemed to come to the conclusion that a goat shouldn't ask questions. Still,
the road was different. They passed new fields, pastures, and huts with thatched
roofs. Here and there a dog barked and came running after them, but Aaron chased
it away with his stick.
The sun was shining when Aaron left the village. Suddenly the weather
changed. A large black cloud with a bluish center appeared in the east and spread
itself rapidly over the sky. A cold wind blew in with it. The crows flew low,
croaking. At first it looked as if it would rain, but instead it began to hail
as in summer. It was early in the day, but it became dark as dusk. After a while
the hail turned to snow.
In his twelve years Aaron had seen all kinds of weather, but he had never
experienced a snow like this one. It was so dense it shut out the light of the
day- a short time their path was completely covered. The wind became as
cold as ice. The road to town was narrow and winding. Aaron no longer knew where
he was. He could not see through the snow. The cold soon penetrated his quilted
jacket.
At first Zlateh didn't seem to mind the change in weather. She too was
twelve years old and knew what winter meant. But when her legs sank deeper and
deeper into the snow, she began to turn her head and look at Aaron in wonderment.
Her mild eyes seemed to ask, "Why are we out in such a storm?" Aaron hoped that
a peasant would come along with his cart, but no one passed by.
The snow grew thicker, falling to the ground in large, whirling flakes.
Beneath it Aaron's boots touched the softness of a plowed road. He had gone astray.
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He could no longer figure out which was east or west, which way was the village,
the town. The wind whistled, howled, whirled the snow about in eddies. It
looked as if white imps were playing tag on the fields. A white dust rose above
the ground, zlateh stopped. She could walk no longer. Stubbornly she anchored
her cleft hooves in the earth and bleated as if pleading to be taken home.
Icicles hung from her white beard, and her horns were glazed with frost.
Aaron did not want to admit the danger, but he knew just the same that if
they did not find shelter they would freeze to death. This was no ordinary storm.
It was a mighty blizzard. The snowfall had reached his knees. His hands were
numb, and he could no longer feel his toes. He choked when he breathed. His
nose felt like wood, and he rubbed it with snow. Zlateh’s bleating began to sound
like crying. Those humans in whom she had so much confidence had dragged her into
a trap. Aaron began to pray to God for himself and for the innocent animal.
Suddenly he made out the shape of a hill. He wondered what it could be.
bno had piled snow into such a huge heap? He moved toward it, dragging Zlateh
after him. When he came hear it, he realized that it was a large haystack which
the snow had blanketed.
Aaron realized immediately that they were saved. With great effort he dug
his way through the snow. He was a village boy and knew what to do. When he
reached the hay, he hollowed out a nest for himself and the goat. No matter how
cold it may be outside, in the hay it is always warm. And hay was food for Zlateh.
The moment she smelled it she became contented and began to eat. Outside the snow
continued to fall. It quickly covered the passageway Aaron had dug. But a boy
and an animal need to breathe, and there was hardly any air in their hideout.
Aaron bored a kind of window through the hay and snow and carefully kept the passage
clear.
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z/lateh, having eaten her fill, sat down on her hind legs and seemed to have
regained her confidence in man. Aaron ate his two slices of bread and cheese,
but after the difficult journey he was still hungry. He looked at Zlateh and
noticed her udders were full. He lay down next to her, placing himself so that
when he milked her he could squirt the milk into his mouth. It was rich and
sweet. Zlateh was not accustomed to being milked that way, but she did not resist
On the contrary
, she seemed eager to reward Aaron for bringing her to a shelter
whose very walls, floor, and ceiling were made of food.
Through the window Aaron could catch a glimpse of the chaos outside. The
wind carried before it whole drifts of snow. It was completely dark, and he did
not know whether night had already come or whether it \vas the darkness of the
storm. Thank God that in the hay it was not cold. The dried hay, grass, and
field flowers exuded the warmth of the summer sun. Zlateh ate frequently; she
nibbled from above, below, from the left and right. Her body gave forth an
animal v/armth, and Aaron cuddled up to her. He had always loved Zlateh, but now
she was like a sister. He was along, cut off from his family, and wanted to
talk. He began to talk to Zlateh. "Zlateh, what do you think about what has
happened to us?" he asked.
"Maaaa," Zlateh answered.
"If we hadn't found this stack of hay, we irould both be frozen stiff by
now," Aaron said.
"Maaaa," was the goat's reply.






"IVhat does 'Maaaa' mean?" Aaron asked. "You'd better speak up clearly."
"Maaaa. Maaaa," Zlateh tried.
hell, let it be 'Maaaa* then," Aaron said patiently. "You can't speak,
but I know you understand. I need you and you need me. Isn't that right?"
"Maaaa."
Aaron became sleepy. He made a pillow out of some hay, leaned his head
on it, and dozed off. Zlateh too fell asleep.
When Aaron opened his eyes, he didn't know whether it was morning or night.
The snow had blocked up his window. He tried to clear it, but when he had bored
through to the length of his aim, he still hadn't reached the outside. Luckily
he had his stick with him and was able to break through to the open air. It was
still dark outside. The snow continued to fall and the wind wailed, first with
one voice and then with many. Sometimes it had the sound of devilish laughter.
Zlateh too awoke, and when Aaron greeted her, she answered, "Maaaa," Yes, meant
Zlateh’s language consisted of only one word, but it meant many things. Now she
was saying, "We must accept all that God gives us- -heat, cold, hunger, satis-
faction, light, and darkness."
Aaron had awakened hungry. He had eaten up his food, but Zlateh had plenty
of milk.
For three days Aaron and Zlateh stayed in the haystack. Aaron had always
loved Zlateh, but in these three days he loved her more and more. She fed him
with her milk and helped him keep warm. She comforted him with her patience.
He told her many stories, and she always cocked her ears and listened. When he
patted her, she licked his hand and his face. Then she said, "Maaaa," and he
knew it meant, I love you too.
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The snow fell for three days, though after the first day it was not as
thick and the wind quieted down. Sometimes Aaron felt that there could never
nave been a summer, that the snow had always fallen, ever since he could remember.
He, Aaron, never had a father or mother or sisters. He was a snow child, born
of the snow, and so was Zlateh. It was so quiet in the hay that his ears rang
in the stillness. Aaron and Zlateh slept all night and a good part of the day.
As for Aaron's dreams, they were all about warm weather. He dreamed of green
fields, trees covered with blossoms, clear brooks, and singing birds. By the
third night, the snow had stopped, but Aaron did not dare to find his way home
in the darkness. The sky became clear and the moon shone, casting silvery nets
on the snow. Aaron dug his way out and looked at the world. It was all white,
quiet, dreaming dreams of heavenly splendor. The stars were large and close.
The moon swam in the sky as in a sea.
On the morning of the fourth day Aaron heard the ringing of sleigh bells.
The haystack was not far from the road. The peasant who drove the sleigh pointed
out the way to him- -not to the town and Feyvel the butcher, but home to the
village. Aaron had decided in the haystack that he would never part with Zlateh.
Aaron’s family and their neighbors had searched for the boy and the goat but
had found no trace of them during the storm. They feared they were lost. Aaron’s
mother and sisters cried for him; his father remained silent and gloomy. Suddenly
one of the neighbors came running to their house with the news that Aaron and
Zlateh were coming up the road.
There was great joy in the family. Aaron told them how he had found the
: stack of hay and how Zlateh had fed him with her milk. Aaron's sisters kissed and
!
hugged Zlateh and gave her a special treat of chopped carrots and potato peels,
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which / lateh gobbled up hungrily.
Nobody ever again thought of selling Zlateh, and now that the cold weather
had finally set in, the villagers needed the services of Reuven the furrier once
more. When Hanukkah came, Aaron’s mother was able to fry pancakes every evening,
and Zlateh got her portion too. Even though Zlateh had her own pen, she often
came to the kitchen, knocking on the door with her horns to indicate that she
was ready to visit, and she ivas always admitted. In the evening Aaron, Miriam,
and Anna played dreidel. Zlateh sat near the stove watching the children and the
flickering of the Hanukkas candles.
Once in a while Aaron would ask her, "Zlateh, do you remember the three days
we spent together?"
And Zlateh would scratch her neck with a horn, shake her white bearded hear




All along the meadow where the cows grazed and the horses ran, there was
an old stone wall. In that wall, not far from the bam and the granary, a chatty
family of field mice had their home. But the farmers had moved away, the barn
v/as abandoned, and the granary stood empty. And since winter was not far off,
the little mice began to gather com and nuts and wheat and straw. They all worked
day and night. All- -except Frederick.
"Frederick, why don’t you work?" they asked.
"I do work," said Frederick. "I gather sun rays for the cold dark winter
days . ' ’
And when they saw Frederick sitting there, staring at the meadow, they said,
"And now, Frederick?"
"I gather colors," answered Frederick simply. "For winter is gray."
And once Frederick seemed half asleep. "Are you dreaming, Frederick?" they
asked reproachfully. But Frederick said, "Oh no, I am gathering words. For the
winter days are long and many, and we’ll run out of things to say."
The winter days came, and when the first snow fell the five little field
mice took to their hideout in the stones. In the beginning there was lots to eat,
and the mice told stories of foolish foxes and silly cats. They were a happy
family.
But little by little they had nibbled up most of the nuts and berries, the
straw was gone, and the com was only a memory. It was cold in the wall and no
one felt like chatting.
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Then they tethered what Frederick had said about sun rays and colors and"or s. What about your supplies, Frederick?” they asked.
"Close your eyes,” said Frederick, as he climbed on a big stone. ”Now I
end >ou the rays of the sun. Do you feel how their golden glow..." And as
Frederick spoke of the sun the four little Mice began to feel warmer. Was it
Frederick's voice? Was it magic?
"And how about the colors, Frederick?" they asked anxiously.
"Close your eyes again," Frederick said. And when he told the, of the blue
periwinkles, the red poppies in the yellow wheat, and the green leaves of the





Frederick cleared his throat, waited a Moment, and then, as if from a stage,
he said:
.if
10 sc^ters snowflakes? Who melts the ice?
Vno spoils the weather? Who makes it nice7
Who grows the four- leaf clovers in June?
dio dims the daylight? Who lights the moon?
Four little field mice who live in the sky
Four little field mice... like you and I.
One is the Springmouse who turns on the showers.
Then comes the Summer who paints in the floi^ers.
ihe Fallmouse is next with walnuts and wheat.
And Winter is last...with little cold feet.
Aren't we lucky the seasons are four?
Think of a year with one less. . .or one more!"
When Frederick had finished, they all applauded. "But Frederick," they
said, "you are a poet!"




Once upon a time there was a bat-a little light brown bat, the color of
coffee with cream in it. He looked like a furry mouse with wings. When IM
go m and out of my front door, in the daytime, Pd look up over my head and
see him hanging upside down from the roof of the porch. He and the others
hung there in a bunch, all snuggled together with their wings folded, fast
asleep. Sometimes one of them would wake up for a minute and get in a more
comfortable position, and then the others would wriggle around in their sleep
till they'd got more comfortable too; when they all moved it looked as if a fur
wave went over them. At night they'd fly up and down, around and around, and
catch insects and eat them; on a rainy night, though, they'd stay snuggled to-
gether just as though it were still day. If you pointed a flashlight at them
you d see them screw up their faces to keep the light out of their eyes.
Toward the end of summer all the bats except the little brown one began
sleeping in the bam. He missed them, and tried to get them to come back and
sleep on the porch with him. "What do you want to sleep in the bam for?" he
asked them.
"We don't know," the others said. "What do you want to sleep on the porch
for?"
"It's where we always sleep," he said. "If I slept in the bam I'd be
homesick. Do come back and sleep with me!" But they wouldn't.
So he had to sleep all alone. He missed the others. They had always felt
so warm and furry against him; whenever he'd waked, he'd pushed himself up into
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the middle of them and gone right back to sleep. Now he’d wake up and, instead
of snuggling against the others and going back to sleep, he would just hang there
and think. Sometimes he would open his eyes and little and look out into the
sunlight. It gave him a queer feeling for it to be daytime and for him to be
hanging there looking; he felt the way you would feel if you woke up and went
to the window and stayed there for hours, looking out into the moonlight.
It was different in the daytime. The squirrels and the chipmunk, that he
had never seen before--at night they were curled up in their nests or holes, fast
asleep--ate nuts and acorns and seeds, and ran after each other, playing. And
all the birds hopped and sang and flew; at night they had been asleep, except for
the mockingbird. The bat had always heard the mockingbird. The mockingbird would
sit on the highest branch of a tree, in the moonlight, and sing half the night.
The bat loved to listen to him. He could imitate all the other birds--he’d even
imitate the way the squirrels chattered when they were angry, like to rocks
being knocked together; and he could imitate the milk bottles being put down on
the porch and the barn door closing, a long rusty squeak. And he made up songs
and words all his own, that nobody else had ever said or sung.
The bat told the other bats about all the things you could see and hear in
the daytime. "You'd love them," he said. "The next time you wake up in the
daytime, just keep your eyes open for a while and don’t go back to sleep."
The other bats were sure they wouldn't like that. "We wish we didn't wake
up at all," they said. "When you wake up in the daytime the light hurts your
eyes --the thing to do is to close them and go right back to sleep. Day’s to
sleep in; as soon as it's night we'll open our eyes."
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"But won't you even try it?" the little brown bat said
try it."
The bats all said: "No."
"But why not?" asked the little brown bat.
The bats said: "he don't know. We just don't want to.'
"Just for once,
"At least listen to the mockingbird. When you hear him it's just like the
daytime."
The other hats said: "He sounds so queer. If only he squeaked' or twittered-
but he keeps shouting in that bass voice of his." They said his because the
mockingbird's voice sounded terribly loud and deep to them; they always made little
high twittering sounds themselves
.
"Once you get used to it you'll like it," the little bat said. "Once you
get used to it, it sounds wonderful."
-All right," said the others, "we'll try." But they were just being polite;
they didn't try.
The little brown bat kept waking up in the daytime, and kept listening to
the mockingbird, until one day he thought: "I could make up a song like the mock-
ingbird's." But when he tried, his high notes were all high and his low notes
were all high and the notes in between here all high: he couldn’t make a tune.
So he imitated the mockingbird's words instead. At first his words didn't a0
together-even the bat could see that they didn’t sound a bit like the mockingbird's.
But after a while some of them began to sound beautiful, so that the bat said to
himself: "If you get the words right you don't need a tune."
The bat went over and over his words till he could say them off by heart.
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That night he said them to the other bats. "I've made the words
mockingbird's," he told them, "so you can tell what it's like in
Then he said to them in a deep voice-he couldn't help imitating




Ldan Shines like a million ™°ns
tw» Vhv shadows are as bright as moonlight
Th»
blrh begln t0 slr‘S with all their might.e world awakens and forgets the night.
The black-and-gray turns
The squirrels begin to--
green-and-gold-and-blue.
But when he’d got this far the other bats just couldn't keep quiet any longer.
"The sun hurts,” said one. "It hurts like getting something in your eyes."
"That’s right," said another. "And shadows are black--how can a shadow
be bright?"
Another one said: "What's green-and-gold-and-blue? When you say things like
that we don't know what you mean."
"And it’s just not real," the first one said. "When the sun rises the world
goes to sleep."
"But go on," said one of the others. "We didn’t mean to interrupt you."
"No, we're sorry we interrupted you," all the others said. "Say us the rest.
But when the bat tried to say them the rest he couldn't remember a word. It
was hard to say anything at all, but finally he said: "I- -I- -tomorrow I'll say
you the rest." Then he flew back to the porch. There were lots of insects around
the light, but he didn't catch a one; instead he flew to his rafter, hung there
upside down with his wings folded, and after a while went to sleep.
But he kept on making poems like the mockingbird's- -only now he didn't say
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them to the bats. One night he saw a mother possum, with all her little white
baby possums holding tight to her, eating the fallen apples under the apple
tiee; one night an owl swooped down on him and came so close he'd have caught
him if the bat hadn't flown into a hole in the old oak by the side of the house;
and anothei time four squirrels spent the whole morning chasing each other up
and down trees, across the lawn, and over the roof. He made up poems about them
all. Sometimes the poem would make him think: "It's like the mockingbird. This
time it s really like the mockingbird!" But sometimes the poem would seem so
bad to him that he'd get discouraged and stop in the middle, and by the next
day he'd have forgotten it.
When he x^ould wake up in the daytime and hang there looking out at the
colors of the world, he irauld say the poems over to himself. He wanted to say
them to the other bats, but then he would remember what had happened when he'd
said them before. There was nobody for him to say the poems to.
One day he thought: "I could say them to the mockingbird." It got to be a
regular thought of his. It was a long time, though, before he really went to the
mockingbird.
The mockingbird had bad days when he would try to drive everything out of
the yard, no matter what it was. He always had a peremptory, authoritative look,
as if he were more alive than anything else and wanted everything else to know it;
on his bad days he'd dive on everything that came into the year- -on cats and dogs,
even- -and strike at them with his little sharp claws. On his good days he didn't
pay so much attention to the world, but just sang.
The day the bat went to him the mockingbird was perched on the highest branch
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Of the btg willow by the porch, singing with all his night. He was a clear
gray, with white bars across his wings that flashed when he flew; every part of
him had a clear, quick, decided look about it. He was standing on tiptoe, singing
and singing and singing; sometimes he'd spring up into the air. This time he was
singing a song about mockingbirds.
The bat fluttered to the nearest branch, hung upside down from it, and
listened; finally when the mockingbird stopped for a moment he said in his little
high voice: "It’s beautiful, just beautiful!"
"You like poetry?" asked the mockingbird. You could tell from the way he
said it that he was surprised.
I love it," said the bat. "I listen to you every night. Every day too.
I—I—"
"It's the last poem I've composed, " said the mockingbird. "It!s called
'To a Mockingbird.™
"It's wonderful," the bat said. "Wonderful!" Of all the songs I ever
heard you sing, it's the best."
This pleased the mockingbird- -mockingbirds love to be told that their last
song is the best. "I'll sing it for you again," the mockingbird offered.
"Oh, please do sing it again," said the bat. "I'd love to hear it again.
Just love to! Only when you've finished could I--"
But the mockingbird had already started. He not only sang it again, but
he made up new parts, and sang them over and over and over; they were so beauti-
ful that the bat forgot about his own poem and just listened. When the mocking-
bird had finished, the bat thought: "No, I just can't say him mine. Still,
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though--" He said to the mockingbird: "It’s wonderful to get to hear you.
I could listen to you forever."
"It's a pleasure to sing to such a responsive audience," said the mocking-
bird. Any time you'd like to hear it again just tell me."
The bat said: "Could- -could--"
"Yes?" said the mockingbird.
The bat went on in a shy voice: "Do you suppose that I--that I could--"
The mockingbird said warmly: "That you could hear it again? Of course you
can. I 11 be delighted." And he sang it all over again. This time it was the
best of all.
The bat told him so, and the mockingbird looked pleased but modest; it was
easy for him to look pleased but hard for him to look modest, he was so full of
himself. The bat asked him: "Do you suppose a bat could make poems like yours?"
"A bat?" the mockingbird said. But them he went on politely, "Well, I
don't see why not. He couldn't sing them, of course--he simply doesn't have the
range; but that's no reason he couldn't make them up. Why, I suppose for bats
a bat's poems would be ideal."
The bat said: "Sometimes when I wake up in the daytime I make up poems.
Could I--I wonder whether I could say you one of my poems?"
A queer look came over the mockingbird's face, but he said cordially: "I'd
be delighted to hear one. Go right ahead." He settled himself on his branch
with a listening expression.
The bat said:
A shadow is floating through the moonlight.
Its wings don't make a sound.
Its claws are long, its beak is bright.
Its eyes try all the corners of the night.
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It calls and calls; all the air swells and heaves
And washes up and down like water.
The ear that listens to the owl believes
In death. The bat beneath the eaves,
The mouse beside the stone are still as death-
-
The owl's air washes them like water.
The owl goes back and forth inside the night,
And the night holds its breath.
When he'd finished his poem the bat waited for the mockingbird to say
>
something; he didn't know it, but he was holding his breath.
"Why, I like it," said the mockingbird. "Technically it's quite accom-
plished. The way you change the rhyme-scheme's particularly effective."
The bat said: "It is?"
"Oh yes," said the mockingbird. "And it was clever of you to have that
last line two feet short."
The bat said blankly: "Two feet short?"
"It's two feet short," said the mockingbird a little impatiently. "The
next- to- the- last line's iambic pentameter, and the last line's iambic trimeter."
The bat looked so bewildered that the mockingbird said in a kind voice:
"An iambic foot has one weak syllable and one strong syllable; the weak one comes
first. That last line of yours has six syllables and the one before it has ten:'
when you shorten the last line like that it gets the effect of the night holding
its breath."
"I didn't know that," the bat said. "I just made it like holding your
breath."
"To be sure, to be sure!" said the mockingbird. "I enjoyed your poem very
much. When you've made up some more do come round and say me another."
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The bat said that he would, and fluttered home to his rafter. Partly he
felt very good--the mockingbird had liked his poem--and partly he felt just
terrible. He thought: "Why, I might as well have said it to the bats. What
do I care how many feet it has? The owl nearly kills me, and he says he likes
the rhyme- scheme ! " He hung there upside down, thinking bitterly. After a
uhile he said to himself: "The trouble isn't making poems, the trouble’s
finding somebody that will listen to them."
Before he went to sleep he said his owl-poem over to himself, and it seemed
to him that it was exactly like the owl. "The owl would like it," he thought.
"If only I could say it to the owl!"
And then he thought: "That’s it! I can't say it to the owl, I don't dare
get that near him; but if I made up a poem about the chipmunk I could say it to
the chipmunk- -he'd be interested." The bat got so excited his fur stood up
straight and he felt warm all over. He thought: "I'll go to the chipmunk and
say, 'If you'll give me six crickets I’ll make a poem about you.' Really I'd
do it for nothing; but they don't respect something if they get it for nothing.
I'll say: 'For six crickets I'll do your portrait in verse.'"
The next day, at twilight, the bat flew to the chipmunk's hole. The chip-
munk had dozens of holes, but the bat had noticed that there was one he liked
best and always slept in. Before long the chipmunk ran up, his cheeks bulging.
"Hello," said the bat.
The instant he heard the bat the chipmunk froze; then he dived into his
hole. "Wait! Wait!" the bat cried. But the chipmunk had disappeared. "Come
back," the bat called. "I won't hurt you." But he had to talk for a long time
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befoie the chipmunk came back, and even then he just stuck the tip of his nose
out of the hole.
The bat hardly knew how to begin, but he timidly said to the chipmunk, who
listened timidly: "I thought of making this offer to- -to the animals of the
vicinity. You’re the first one I've made it to."
The chipmunk didn't say anything. The bat gulped, and said quickly: "For
only six crickets I'll do your portrait in verse."
The chipmunk said: "What are crickets?"
The bat felt discouraged. "I knew I might have to tell him about poems,"
he thought, "but I never thought I'd have to tell him about crickets." He ex-
plained: "They're little black things you see on the porch at night, by the
light. They’re awfully good. But that's all right about them; instead of
crickets you could give me- -well, this time you don't have to give my anything.
It's a- -an introductory offer."
The chipmunk said in a friendly voice: "I don't understand."
"I'll make you a poem about yourself," said the bat. "One just about you."
He saw from the look in the chipmunk's eyes that the chipmunk didn't understand.
The bat said: "I'll say you a poem about the owl, and then you'll see what
it's like."
He said his poem and the chipmunk listened intently; when the poem was
over the chipmunk gave a big shiver and said, "It's terrible, just terrible! Is
there really something like that at night?"
The bat said: "If it weren't for that hole in the oak he'd have got me."
The chipmunk said in a determined voice: "I'm going to bed earlier. Some-
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times when there're lots of nuts I stay out till it's pretty dark; hut believe
me, I'm never going to again." .
The bat said: "It’s a pleasure to say a poem to- -to such a responsive
audience. Do you want me to start on the poem about you?"
The chipmunk said thoughtfully: "I don't have enough holes. It'd be
awfully easy to dig some more holes."
"Shall I start on the poem about you?" asked the bat.
All right, ' said the chipmunk. "But could you put in lots of holes? The
first thing in the morning I'm going to dig myself another."
I 11 put in a lot," the bat promised. "Is there anything else you'd like
to have in it?"
The chipmunk thought for a minute and said, "Well, nuts. And seeds --those
big fat seeds they have in the feeder."
"All right," said the bat. "Tomorrow afternoon I'll be back. Or day after
tomorrow- -I don't really know how long it will take." He and the chipmunk said
good-by to each other and he fluttered home to the porch. As soon as he got
comfortably settled he started to work on the poem about the chipmunk. But
somehow he kept coming back to the poem about the owl, and what the chipmunk had
said, and how he'd looked. "He didn't say any of that two-feet-short stuff,"
the bat thought triumphantly; "he was scared!" The bat hung there upside down,
trying to work on his new poem. He was happy.
When at last he'd finished the powm--it took him longer than he'd thought--
he went looking for the chipmunk. It wras a bright afternoon, and the sun blazed
in the bat's eyes, so that everything looked blurred and golden. When he met
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the chipmunk hurrying down the path that ran past the old stump, he thought:
"What a beautiful color he is! Why, the fur back by his tail's rosy, almost.
And those lovely black and white stripes on his back!"
"Hello," he said.
"Hello," said the chipmunk. "Is it done yet?"
"All done," said the bat happily. "I'll say it to you. It's named 'The
Chipmunk ' s Day . '
"
The chipmunk said in a pleased voice: "My day." He sat there and listened
while the bat said:
In and out the bushes, up the ivy,
Into the hole
By the old oak stump, the chipmunk flashes.
Up the pole.
To the feeder full of seeds he dashes,
Stuffs his cheeks,
The chickadee and titmouse scold him.
Down he streaks.
Red as the leaves the wind blows off the maple,
Red as a fox,
Striped like a skunk, the chipmunk whistles
Past the love seat, past the mailbox,
Down the path,
Home to his warm hole stuffed with sweet
Things to eat.
Neat and slight and shining, his front feet
Curled at his breast, he sits there while the sun
Stripes the red wrest
With its last light: the chipmunk
Dives to his rest.
When he’d finished the bat asked: "Do you like it?"
For a moment the chipmunk didn't say anything, then he said in a surprised,
pleased voice: "Say it again." The bat said it again. When he'd finished, the
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chipmunk said: "Oh, it's nice. It all goes in and out, doesn't it?"
Ihe bat was so pleased he didn't know what to say. "Am I really as red as
that?" asked the chipmunk.
M0h yes," the bat said.
"You put in the seeds and the hole and everything," exclaimed the chipmunk.
'I didn't think you could. I thought you'd make me more like the owl." Then
he said: "Say me the one about the owl."
The bat did. The chipmunk said: "It makes me shiver. Why do I like it
if it makes me shiver?"
"I don't know. I see why the owl would like it, but I don't see why we
like it."
"Who are you going to do now?" asked the chipmunk.
The bat said: "I don't know. I haven't thought about anybody but you.
Maybe I could do a bird."
"Why don't you do the cardinal? He's red and black like me, and he eats
seeds at the feeder like me--you'd be in practice."
The bat said doubtfully: "I've watched him, but I don't know him."
"I'll ask him," said the chipmunk. "I'll tell him what it's like, and then
he's sure to want to."
"That's awfully nice of you," said the bat. "I'd love to do one about him.
I like to watch him feed his babies."
The next day, while the bat was hanging from his rafter fast asleep, the
chipmunk ran up the ivy to the porch and called to the bat: "He wants you to."
The bat stirred a little and blinked his eyes, and the chipmunk said: "The
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cardinal wants you to. I had a hard time telling him what a poem was like,
but after I did he wanted you to."
"All right," said the bat sleepily. "I'll start it tonight."
The chipmunk said: "What did you say I was as red as? I don't mean a
fox, I remember that."
As maple leaves. As leaves the wind blows off the maple."
"Oh yes, I remember now," the chipmunk said; he ran off contentedly.
WTien the bat woKe up that night he thought, "Now I'll begin on the cardinal."
He thought about how red the cardinal was, and how he sang, and what he ate, and
how he fed his big brown babies. But somehow he couldn't get started.
All the next day he watched the cardinal. The bat hung from his rafter,
a few feet from the feeder, and whenever the cardinal came to the feeder he'd
stare at him and hope he'd get an idea. It was queer the way the cardinal
cracked the sunflower seeds; instead of standing on them and hammering them open,
like a titmouse, he'd turn them over and over in his beak- -it gave him a thought-
ful look- -and all at once the seed would fall open, split in two. While the
cardinal was cracking the seed his two babies stood underneath him on tiptoe,
fluttering their wings and quivering all over, their mouths wide open. They
were a beautiful soft bright brown- -even their beaks were brown- -and they were
already as big as their father. Really they were old enough to feed themselves,
and did whenever he wasn't there; but as long as he was there they begged and
begged, till the father would fly down by one and stuff the seed in its mouth,
while the other quivered and cheeped as if its heart were breaking. The father




that xt dldn 't seem right for him to be so harried and useful and
hard-working; it was like seeing a general in a red uniform washing hundreds
and hundreds or dishes. The babies followed him everywhere, and kept sticking
their open mouths up by his mouth--they shook all over, they begged so hard--
and he never got a bite for himself.
But it was no use: no matter how much the bat watched, he never got an
idea. Finally he went to the chipmunk and said in a perplexed voice: "I can’t
make up a poem about the cardinal."
The chipmunk said: "Why, just say what he's like, the way you did with
the owl and me."
"I would if I could," the bat said, "but I can't. I don't know why I
can t, but I can't. I watch him and he's just beautiful, he'd make a beautiful
poem; but I can't think of anything."
"That's queer," the chipmunk said.
The bat said in a discouraged voice: "I guess I can't make portraits of
the animals after all."
"What a shame!"
"Oh well," the bat said, "it was just so I'd have somebody to say them
to. Now that I've got you I'm all right--when I get a good idea I'll make a
poem about it and say it to you."
"I'll tell the cardinal you couldn't," the chipmunk said. "He won't be
too disappointed, he never has heard a poem. I tried to tell him what they're
like, but I don't think he really understood."
He went off to tell the cardinal, and the bat flew home. He felt relieved;
it was wonderful not to have to worry about the cardinal any more.
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All morning the mockingbird had been chasing everything out of the yard--
he gave you the feeling that having anything else in the world was more than
he could bear. Finally he flew up to the porch, sat on the arm of a chair,
and began to chirp in a loud, impatient, demanding way, until the lady who
lived inside brought him out some raisins. He flew up to a branch, waited
impatiently, and as soon as she was gond dived down on the raisins and ate up
every one. Then he flew over to the willow and began to sing with all his
might.
The bat clung to his rafter, listening drowsily. Sometimes he would open
his eyes a little, and the sunlight and the shadows and the red and yellow and
orange branches waving in the wind made a kind of blurred pattern, so that he
would blink, and let his eyelids steal together, and go contentedly back to
sleep. When he woke up it was almost dark; the sunlight was gone, and the red
and yellow and orange leaves were all gray, but the mockingbird was still
singing.
The porch light was lit, and there ivere already dozens of insects circling
round it. As the bat flew toward them he felt hungry but comfortable.
Just then the mockingbird began to imitate a jay- -not the way a jay
squawks or scolds but the way he really sings, in a deep soft voice; as he
listened the bat remembered how the mockingbird had driven off two jays that
morning. He thought: "It;s queer the way he drives everything off and then
imitates it. You wouldn't think that--"
And at that instant he had an idea for a poem. The insects were still
flying around and around the light, the mockingbird was still imitating the jay,
but the bat didn't eat and he didn't listen; he flapped slowly and thoughtfully
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back to his rafter and began to work on the poem.
khen he finally finished it-he'd worked on it off and on for two nights-
he flew off to find the chipmunk. "I've got a new one,” he said happily.
"What’s it about?"
"The mockingbird."
"The mockingbird!" the chipmunk repeated. "Say it to me." He was sitting
up with his paws on his chest, looking intently at the bat- -it was the way he
always listened.
The bat said:
Look one way and the sun is going down.
Look the other and the moon is rising.
The sparrow's shadow's longer than the lawn.
The bats squeak: "Night is here," the birds cheep:
"Day is gone."
On the willow's highest branch, monopolizing
Day and night, cheeping, squeaking, soaring,
The mockingbird is imitating life.
All day the mockingbird has owned the yard.
As light first woke the world, the sparrows trooped
Onto the seedy lawn: the mockingbird
Chased them off shrieking. Hour by hour, fighting hard
To make the world his own, he swooped
On thrushes, thrashers, jays, and chickadees --
At noon he drove away a big black cat.
Now, in the moonlight, he sits here and sings.
A thrush is singing, then a thrasher, then a jay--
Then, all at once, a cat begins meowing.
A mockingbird can sound like anything.
He imitates the world he drove away.
So well that for a minute, in the moonlight.
Which one's the mockingbird? which one's the world?
When he had finished, the chipmunk didn't say anything; the bat said
uneasily, "Did you like it?"
For a minute the chipmunk didn't answer him. Then he said: "It really is
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like him. You know, he's chased me. And can he imitate me! You wouldn't
uhinrv he'd drive you away and imitate you. You wouldn't think he could."
The bat could see that what the chipmunk said meant that he liked the
poem, but he couldn't keep from saying: "You do like it?"
The chipmunk said: "Yes, I like it. But he won't like it."
"You liked the one about you," the bat said.
'Yes, the chipmunk answered. "But he won't like the one about him."
The bat said: "But it is like him."
The chipmunk said: "Just like him. Why don't you go say it to him?" I'll
go with you."
When they found the mockingbird- -it was one of his good days--the bat told
him that he had made up a new poem. "Could I say it to you?" he asked. He
sounded timid- -guilty almost.
"To be sure, to be sure!" answered the mockingbird, and but on his listening
i expression.
The bat said, "It's a poem about--well, about mockingbirds."
The mockingbird repeated: "About mockingbirds!" His face had changed, so
that he had to look listening all over again. Then the bat repeated to the mocking-
bird his poem about the mockingbird. The mockingbird listened intently, staring
at the bat; the chipmunk listened intently, staring at the mockingbird.
When the bat had finished, nobody said anything. Finally the chipmunk said:
"Did it take you long to make it up?"
Before the bat could answer, the mockingbird exclaimed angrily: "You sound
as if there were something wrong with imitating things!"
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"Oh no," the bat said.
"hell then, you sound as if there were something wrong with driving them
off. It's my territory, isn't it? If you can't drive things off your own
territory what can you do?"
The bat didn't know what to say; after a minute the chipmunk said uneasily,
He just meant it’s odd to drive them all off and then imitate them so well too."
’odd!" cried the mockingbird. "Odd! If I didn't it really would be odd.
Did you ever hear of a mockingbird that didn't?"
The bat said politely: "No indeed. No, it’s just what mockingbirds do do.
That’s really why I made up the poem about it- -I admire mockingbirds so much, you
know."
The chipmunk said: "He talks about them all the time."
r
'A mockingbird's sensitive ," said the mockingbird; when he said sensitive
his voice went way up and way back down. "They get on my nerves. You just don't
understand how much they get on my nerves. You just don't understand how much
they get on my nerves. Sometimes I think if I can't get rid of them I'll go crazy
"If they didn't get on your nerves so, maybe you wouldn't be able to imitate
them so well," the chipmunk said in a helpful, hopeful voice.
"And the way they sing!" cried the mockingbird. "One two three, one two
three- -the same thing, the same thing, always the same old thing! If only they'd
just once sing something different!"
The bat said: "Yes, I can see how hard on you it must be. I meant for the
poem to show that, but I'm afraid I must not have done it right."
"You just haven't any idea!" the mockingbird went on, his eyes flashing and
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his feathers standing up. "Nobody but a mockingbird has any idea!"
The bat and the chipmunk were looking at the mockingbird with the same
impressed, uneasy look From then on they were very careful what they aaid--
mostly they just listened, while the mockingbird told them what it was like to
be a mockingbird. Toward the end he seemed considerably calmer and more cheerful,
and even told the bat he had enjoyed hearing his poem.
The oat looked pleased, and asked the mockingbird: "Did you like the way
I rhymed the first lines of the stanzas and then didn’t rhyme the last two?"
The mockingbird said shortly: "I didn't notice"; the chipmunk told the
‘
mockingbird how much he always enjoyed hearing the mockingbird sing; and, a little
later, the bat the the chipmunk told the mockingbird good-by.
When they had left, the two of them looked at each other and the bat said:
"You were right."
"Yes," said the chipmunk. Then he said: "I'm glad I'm not a mockingbird."
"I’d like to be because of the poems," said the bat, "but as long as I’m
not, I'm glad I'm not."
"He thinks that he's different from everything else," the chipmunk said,
"and he is."
The bat said, just as if he hadn't heard the chipmunk: "I wish I could
make up a poem about bats."
The chipmunk asked: "Why don't you?"
"If I had one about bats maybe I could say it to the bats."
"That's right."
For weeks he wished that he had the poem. He would hunt all night, and
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catch and eat hundreds and hundreds of gnats and moths and crickets, and all the
tune he would be thinking: "If only I could make up a poem about bats!" One day
he dreamed that it was done and that he was saying it to them, but when he woke
up all he could remember was the way it ended:
At sunrise, suddenly, the porch was bats:
A thousand bats were hanging from the rafter.
It had sounded wonderful in his dream, but now it just made him wish that the
bats still slept on the porch. He felt cold and lonely. Two squirrels had climbed
up in the feeder and were making the same queer noise- -a kind of whistling growl --
to scare each other away; somewhere on the other side of the house the mockingbird
was singing. The bat shut his eyes.
For some reason, he bagan to think of the first things he could remember.
Till a bat is two weeks old he's never alone: the little naked thing- -he hasn’t
even any fur- -clings to his mother wherever she goes. After that she leaves him
at night; he and the other babies hang there sleeping, till at last their mothers
come home to them. Sleepily, almost dreaming, the bat began to make up a poem
about a mother and her baby.
It was easier than the other poems, somehow; all he had to do was remember
what it had been like and every once in a while put in a rhyme. But easy as it
was, he kept getting tired and going to sleep, and would forget parts and have
to make them over. When at last he finished he went to say it to the chipmunk.
The trees were all bare, and the wind blew the leaves past the chipmunk's
hole; it was cold. When the chipmunk stuck his head out it looked fatter than
the bat had ever seen it. The chipmunk said in a slow, dazed voice: "It’s all
full. My hole's all full." Then he exclaimed surprisedly to the bat: "How fat
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you are!"
"I?" the bat asked. "I'm fat?" Then he realized it was so; for weeks he
had been eating and eating and eating. He said: "I've done my poem about the
bats. It's about a mother and her baby."
"Say it to me."
The bat said:
A bat is bom
Naked and blind and pale.
His mother makes a pocket of her tail
And catches him. He clings to her long fur
By his thumbs and toes and teeth.
And then the mother dances through the night
Doubling and looping, soaring, somersaulting-
-
Her baby hangs on underneath.
All night, in happiness, she hunts and flies.
Her high sharp cries
Like shining needlepoints of sound
Go out into the night and, echoing back,
Tell her what they have touched.
She hears how far it is, how big it is,
Which way it's going;
She lives by hearing.
The mother eats the moths and gnats she catches
In full flight; in full flight
The mother drinks the water from the pond
She skims across. Her baby hangs on tight.
Her baby drinks the milk she makes him
In moonlight or starlight, in mid-air.
Their single shadow, printed on the moon
Or fluttering across the stars,
Whirls on all night; at daybreak
The tired mother flaps home to her rafter.
The others all are there.
They hang themselves up by their toes
,
They wrap themselves in their brown wings.
Bunched upside down, they sleep in air.
Their sharp ears, their sharp teeth, their
quick sharp faces
Are dull and slow and mild.
All the bright day, as the mother sleeps,
_
She folds her wings about her sleeping child.
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l\nen the bat had finished, the chipmunk said': "It's all really so?"
"Why, of course," the bat said.
nAnd you do all that too? If you shut your eyes and make a noise you can
hear where I am and which way I’m going?"
"Of course."
The chipmunk shook his head and said wonderingly: "You bats sleep all day
and fly all night, and see with your ears, and sleep upside down, and eat while
you're flying and drink while you’re flying, and turn somersaults in mid-air with
your baby hanging on, and- -and- -it’s really queer."
The bat said: "Did you like the poem?"
"Oh, of course. Except I forgot it was a poem. I just kept thinking how
queer it must be to be a bat."
The bat said: "No, it’s not queer. It's wonderful to fly all night. And
when you sleep all day with the others it feels wonderful."
The chipmunk yawned. "The end of it made me all sleepy," he said. "But I
was already sleepy. I'm sleepy all the time now."
The bat thought, "Why, I am too." He said to the chipmunk: "Yes, it's
winter. It’s almost winter."
"You ought to say the poem to the other bats," the chipmunk said. "They'll
like it just the way I liked the one about me."
"Really?"
"I’m sure of it. When it has all the things you do, you can't help liking
it."
"Thank you so much for letting me say it to you," the bat said. "I will
say it to them. I'll go say it to them now."
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"Good-by," said the chipmunk. "I'll see you soon. Just as soon as I
wake up I’ll see you."
"Good-by," the bat said.
The chipmunk went back into his hole. It was strange to have him move so
heavily, and to see his quick face so slow. The bat flew slowly off to the bam.
In the west, over the gray hills, the sun was red: in a little while the bats
would wake up and he could say them the poem.
High up under the roof, in the farthest comer of the bam, the bats were
hanging upside down, wrapped in their broim wings. Except for one, they were
fast asleep. The one the little brown bat lighted by was asleep; when he felt
someone light by him he yawned, and screwed his face up, and snqggled closer to
the others. "As soon as he wakes up I’ll say it to him," the bat thought. "No,
I’ll wait till they’re all awake." On the other side of him was the bat who was
awake: that one gave a big yaxvn, snuggled closer to the others, and went back
to sleep.
The bat said to himself sleepily: "I wish I’d said we sleep all winter.
That would have been a good thing to have in." He yawned. He thought: "It’s
almost dark. As soon as it’s dark they'll wake up and I'll say them the poem.
The chipmunk said they'd love it." He began to say the poem over to himself;
he said in a soft contented whisper,
A bat is bom
Naked and blind and pale.
His mother makes a pocket of her tail
And catches him. He clings--he clings--
He tried to think of what came next, but he couldn't remember. It was about fur,
but he couldn't remember the words that went with it. He went back to the
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beginning. He said,
A bat is bom
Naked and blink-
-
but before he could get any further, he thought: "I wish I ? d said we sleep all
winter.” His eyes were closed; he yawned, and screwed his face up, and snuggled




Josette is thirty- three months old, and she is already a big girl. One
morning, just as she does every morning, Josette walks with quick little steps
to the door of her parents’ bedroom. She tries to open the door, pushing it like
a little dog. Then she loses patience and calls out, waking her parents- -who
pretend not to hear.
On this particular day, papa and mama are tired. Last night they went to
the theatre; then, after the theatre, to a restaurant; then, after the restaurant,
to a nightclub. And now they feel lazy. And it is not good for parents to feel
that way. .
.
The maid loses her patience too. She opens the door of the bedroom and
says: ’’Good morning madame. Good morning sir. Here is your morning
newspaper,
here are the postcards you have received, here is your coffee with
ct earn and
sugar, here is your fruit juice, here are your rolls, here is
your toast, here is
your butter, here is your orange marmalade, here is your
strawberiy jam, here are
your fried eggs, here is your ham, and here is youi
little girl.
The parents feel sick, because (to tell the truth)
after the nightclub
they went to another restaurant. They don’t want
to drink their coffee, the>
don't want the toast, they don’t want the rolls,
they don't want the ham, they
don't want the eggs, they don't want the orange
marmalade, they don't want their
fruit juice, they don’t want the strawberry
jam (which isn't strawberry anyway,
but more orange)
.
"Give all that to Josette," says papa to
the maid, "and bring her back to
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us after she had eaten."
The maid takes the little girl in her arms. Josette howls. But because
she is greedy, she consoles herself in the kitchen by eating mama’s marmalade,
papa's jam, and both her parents' rolls. Then she drinks the fruit juice.
"Oh, what a little monster!" said the maid. "You have a belly as big as
your eyes."
To help the little girl (so that she will not be sick) the maid drinks
the coffee and eats the eggs and the ham- -and also some rice
with milk which had
been left from the night before.
During this time, papa and mama fall back to sleep and begin
to snore.
But not for long. The maid brings Josette back to
the bedroom.
"Papa, Jacqueline--" says Josette, "Jacqueline ate
your ham.."
"That's all right," says papa.
"Papa," says Josette, "Tell me a story."
And while mama sleeps (because she is
exhausted from having celebrated
too much) , papa tells Josette a
story'
.
"Once there was a little girl named
Jacqueline.
"Like Jacqueline?" asks Josette.
"Yes," says papa, "but this wasn’t
Jacqueline. Jacqueline was a little
girl. She had a mama who was named Mrs.
Jacqueline. Her papa was named Mr.
Jacqueline. The little Jacqueline had
two sisters who were both names
Jacqueline,
and too boy cousins who were named
Jacqueline, and two girl cousins
who were
named Jacqueline, and an aunt and an
uncle who were named Jacqueline.
The uncle
and the aunt named Jacqueline had
some friends named Mr. and Mrs.
Jacqueline
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v.ho had a little girl named Jacqueline and a little boy named Jacqueline. The
little gill had tnree dolls named Jacqueline, Jacqueline, and Jacqueline, and
Jacqueline. The little boy had a friend named Jacqueline, and some wooden
horses named Jacqueline, and some toy soldiers named Jacqueline.
"One day little Jacqueline, with her papa Jacqueline and her little
brother Jacqueline, and her mama Jacqueline, went to the park. There they met
their freinds the Jacquelines, with their little girl Jacqueline, their little
boy Jacqueline, with the toy soldiers named Jacqueline, with the dols Jacqueline,
Jacqueline and Jacqueline."
As papa is telling the story to Josette, the maid comes in. "You are
going to drive the child crazy, sir," she says.
"Jacqueline, are you going shopping?" says Josette to the maid. (Remember,
the maid is also named Jacqueline.)
Josette goes off to run some errands with the maid.
Papa and mama fall asleep again because they are very tired. The night
before, they went to a restaurant, to the theatre, again to a restaurant, to a
nightclub, then again to a restaurant.
Josette goes into a shop with the maid, where she meets a little girl who
is with her parents. Josette says, "Want to play with me? What's your name?"
The little girl says: "My name is Jacqueline."
"I know," says Josette. "Your papa is named Jacqueline, your mama is
named Jacqueline, your little brother is named Jacqueline, your doll is named
Jacqueline, your grandpapa is named Jacqueline, your wooden horse is named




Then the grocer, the grocer's wife, the little girl's mother, and all
the customers in the store turn toward Josette and look at her with big,
frightened eyes.
"It's nothing," the maid said calmly. "Don't be upset. These are just
the silly stories her papa tells her."
*


